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ABSTRACT 50 
 51 
Motivation for physical activity and sedentary behaviors (e.g., desires, urges, wants, cravings) varies from 52 
moment to moment. According to the WANT model, these motivation states may be affectively-charged 53 
(e.g, felt as tension), particularly after periods of maximal exercise or extended rest. The purpose of this 54 
study was to examine postulates of the WANT model utilizing a mixed-methods approach. We 55 
hypothesized that: 1) qualitative evidence would emerge from interviews to support this model, and 2) 56 
motivation states would quantitatively change over the course of an interview period. Seventeen 57 
undergraduate students (mean age = 18.6, 13 women) engaged in focus groups where 12 structured 58 
questions were presented. Participants completed the “right now” version of the CRAVE scale before and 59 
after interviews. Qualitative data were analyzed with content analysis. A total of 410 unique lower-order 60 
themes were classified and grouped into 43 higher order themes (HOTs). From HOTs, six super higher 61 
order themes (SHOTs) were designated:  1) wants and aversions, 2) change and stability, 3) autonomy and 62 
automaticity, 4) objectives and impulses, 5) restraining and propelling forces, 6) stress and boredom. 63 
Participants stated that they experienced desires to move and rest, including during the interview, but 64 
these states changed rapidly and varied both randomly as well as systematically across periods of minutes 65 
to months. Some also described a total absence of desire or even aversion to move and rest. Of note, 66 
strong urges and cravings for movement, typically from conditions of deprivation (e.g., sudden withdrawal 67 
from exercise training) were associated with physical and mental manifestations, such as fidgeting and 68 
feeling restless. Urges were often consummated with behavior (e.g., exercise sessions, naps), which often 69 
resulted in satiation and subsequent drop in desire. Importantly, stress was frequently described as both 70 
an inhibitor and instigator of motivation states. CRAVE-Move increased pre-to-post (p < .01). CRAVE-Rest 71 
demonstrated a trend to decline (p = .057). Overall, qualitative and quantitative data largely corroborated 72 
postulates of the WANT model, demonstrating that people experience wants, desires and cravings to 73 
move and rest, and that these states appear to fluctuate significantly, especially in the context of stress, 74 
boredom, satiety and deprivation. 75 
 76 
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INTRODUCTION 85 
 86 
Physical inactivity and sedentarism plague the United States and other developed countries. Sitting time, 87 
not including other sedentary behaviors like napping, has steadily increased among Americans to nearly 88 
5.9 hours/day (1), and only 24% of American adults meet the physical activity guidelines for combined 89 
aerobic and strength training (2). Structured exercise (e.g., a 30-minute run) is just one facet of energy 90 
expenditure. Other sources of EE include non-exercise activity thermogenesis (NEAT). This includes 91 
lifestyle physical activity (PA, e.g., walking to a train station) and spontaneous physical activity (SPA, e.g., 92 
standing up, getting a glass of water, fidgeting, etc. (3). Both sets of behaviors vary widely across the day 93 
and between days, are not necessarily synchronous and, in fact, they can be demonstrated simultaneously 94 
(4-6). Unfortunately, current models of health behavior are insufficient to explain and predict the 95 
complexity of human movement and energy expenditure as they focus on habitual activity and trait-like 96 
motives without consideration for variations in motivation from moment to moment (7-10). There has 97 
also been criticism that decades of research focused on cognitive aspects of physical activity behavior 98 
have overshadowed constructs of emotion and motivation, despite the low predictability of such factors 99 
(11, 12). Improvements have recently been made in modelling physically active behaviors, as with the 100 
Affective-Reflective Theory (ART) of physical activity and sedentarism (13), the dual process model from 101 
Conroy and Berry (14) and the Affective Health Behavior Framework (AHBF) (15). These theories 102 
incorporate the influences of affect, cognitive deliberation, hedonic motivation, and the idea of an action 103 
impulse – a motivational endpoint that instigates both active and sedentary behaviors. 104 
 105 
In addition, common to these and other models is the idea of subjective wanting or desiring to move and 106 
rest, also known as motivation states (16). For instance, there are times when people may want to get up 107 
and stretch their legs, exercise, or go for a walk. Likewise, they may desire to sit on the couch, take a nap, 108 
or lay down in bed. In this case, “desire” and “want” are used interchangeably, as has been done by other 109 
researchers (17), but they can also be used separately to denote influence from reflective or appetitive 110 
systems (11). These motivation states may be experienced as urges and cravings, conspicuously 111 
incorporating the idea of felt tension and may be experienced as positive or negative. Collectively, desires, 112 
wants, urges and cravings are known as affectively-charged motivation states (ACMS) (18). These occur in 113 
both healthy individuals, where they may often go unnoticed, and also in clinical populations, where they 114 
can be quite bothersome and even disabling (19). The basis of these states could be a basic drive to move 115 
and be active, which initially Feige (20) and more recently others (16) recognized as the foundation of 116 
physical activity motivation. The recognition of ACMS could significantly enhance our theoretical models 117 
as they:  1) apply to any rewarding behavior, 2) can change from moment to moment, and 3) incorporate 118 
aspects of affective response (15, 21). Over the last few years, Stults-Kolehmainen and colleagues (16, 19, 119 
22, 23) have developed the idea of motivation states for movement and rest in the first effort to 120 
incorporate these ideas into behavioral models.  121 
 122 
To understand how desires and urges for movement and sedentarism interact, Stults-Kolehmainen and 123 
colleagues (16) developed the WANT model (Wants and Aversions for Neuromuscular Tasks). This 124 
heuristic is a circumplex-type framework that incorporates three main factors (i.e., move and rest; want 125 
and lack of want; approach and withdrawal). A complete set of postulates of the WANT model include: 126 

1. Humans have desires to move and rest. 127 
2. Desires for movement and rest are characterized as two separate systems, and not opposite sides 128 

of the same axis. 129 
3. There is both approach and avoidance motivation for movement and rest (e.g., one might be 130 

actively dis-wanting to move) (7, 21, 24).  131 
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4. These desires vary in strength or intensity (25) from very weak to nearly unavoidable/maximal, 132 
where they might be felt as an urge or craving. 133 

5. Wants/desires are highly transitory as they are psychological states. 134 
6. They change based on previous behaviors (i.e., the provision or avoidance of certain physical 135 

stimuli, such as exercise). 136 
7. They interact asynchronously (e.g., one may be high in both, low in both, or anywhere in-137 

between). 138 
8. There may also be a total lack of desire, as in meditative or sleeping states, or perhaps total apathy 139 

or indifference. 140 
9. They differ from psychosomatic sensations, such as energy and fatigue.  141 
10. They differ from emotions; however, the experience of desire for movement and rest might vary 142 

systematically with certain emotions (e.g., stress responses, fight, flight, fright, freeze), situations 143 
(e.g., sporting event, sudden terror) and conditions (e.g., illness) (21). 144 

 145 
The WANT model is influenced by theories mentioned above, but perhaps most concordant with the 146 
concept of motivation control systems from Frijda and colleagues (26-28), who articulated ideas of 147 
motivation states, strength of urges, wanting vs. not wanting, approach vs. withdraw, a center point of no 148 
desire (apathy, disinterest, indifference), and how these relate to emotion. Also related is the Elaborated 149 
Process Model of self-regulation by Inzlicht and colleagues (29), who describe opposing motivational 150 
systems of “exploration, leisure & want-to” versus “exploitation, labor & have-to”. Some researchers, 151 
however, have presented data and models that have been less supportive of our model. These have 152 
speculated that: 1) desires to move and be active have weak influences on physically active behaviors, 2) 153 
desire to move may be subservient to desires to rest and be sedentary, 3) avoidance motivation (e.g., 154 
dread of movement) rather than approach or want of movement, is most influential or 4) desires to be 155 
active may not exist at all (11, 15, 25, 30-32). Importantly, there appears to be a consistent logical fallacy 156 
from these sources and others that low exercise behavior and large waist lines observed across the 157 
population implies the erroneous conclusion that most people do not want to move (33, 34). 158 
Nevertheless, our recent work seems to dispute these assertions (22). 159 
 160 
Our laboratory recently conducted a series of studies (22) to provide initial validation for the concept of 161 
affectively-charged motivation states (ACMS) for physical activity and sedentarism and the WANT model. 162 
We developed a tool to measure ACMS, called the CRAVE (Cravings for Rest and Volitional Energy 163 
Expenditure), and subsequently conducted factor analyses to analyze both “right now” and “past week” 164 
versions. One hundred and twenty-seven people from New England were then tracked over a two-year 165 
period, where it was determined that ACMS have properties more similar to states than traits. In a later 166 
study, 21 undergraduate students from Texas completed the CRAVE before and after a maximal treadmill 167 
test, where it was found that motivation states to move declined precipitously (Cohen’s dav = 1.05) and to 168 
rest increased (Cohen’s dav = 0.82). In a separate study, 41 students from the American Midwest were 169 
measured 3 times across a lecture period, where it was found that desires to move increased 20% just 170 
before class dismissal while desires to rest decreased 17%. In this last investigation, ACMS were 171 
moderately related to sensations of energy and fatigue. In line with expectations, these studies verified 172 
that motivation states are predicted by preceding behaviors. Overall, we can conclude that the concept 173 
of motivation states to be active and rest is valid and worthy of further exploration. 174 
 175 
Despite the initial progress in developing and validating the concept of motivation states for physical 176 
activity and rest, many challenges need to be faced. First, there is still a dearth of evidence in the area, as 177 
noted by influential scientists in the area of exercise psychology (11). Second, the concept and model are 178 
still theoretical and lack ecological validation – the voice of opinion from non-scientists. That is to say, in 179 
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investigations up until this time, the concept has been largely limited to responses on an instrument in 180 
controlled settings, without greater naturalistic context. For instance, the way people describe motivation 181 
states in common language may not include the terms “desire”, “want”, “urge” or “craving”. Similarly, the 182 
WANT model needs further development and ecological validation as it may be missing important 183 
postulates that could be identified qualitatively. Conversely, important suppositions in the model (e.g., 184 
two axes, magnitude, approach vs withdrawal) may lack sufficient ecological validity. Further 185 
development is also needed as the WANT model is largely descriptive and explanatory without being 186 
predictive. In this regard, A) there is a lack of evidence to show a strong connection between ACMS and 187 
future behavior, and B) there are currently no adequate predictive models that incorporate desires and 188 
wants to move and rest. Qualitative research can fill that gap, using insights from participants to identify 189 
mechanisms for theory and conceptual model development (35). 190 
 191 
Consequently, to further develop and validate the concept of motivation states and the WANT model, 192 
there are five aims of the current investigation. 193 

1. To extend the quantitative validation of: a) the CRAVE scale, b) the concept (that people do 194 
have wants and desires), and c) the WANT model. 195 

2. To further validate qualitatively the concept of affectively-charged motivation states (ACMS) 196 
for movement and rest; to uncover if respondents recognize these states in their own 197 
personal experience and how they might be described in layman’s terms. 198 

3. To further validate qualitatively postulates of the WANT model. 199 
4. To understand if ACMS relate to and spur physically active and sedentary behavior. 200 
5. To generate information and themes to further develop the concept of motivation states and 201 

the WANT model and/or develop stronger predictor models of behavior. 202 
Aims 2-4 will use a qualitative deductive approach and aim 5 will use a qualitative inductive approach. 203 
 204 
Regarding quantitative data and deductive analysis, we hypothesized that:  205 

1) motivation states (assessment via the CRAVE scale) would change over the course of an 206 
interview period (pre to post). 207 

2) qualitative evidence would emerge from interviews to support: a) the ACMS concept and b) 208 
postulates of the model.  209 

3) qualitative evidence that ACMS are linked to future physically active and sedentary behavior. 210 
 211 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 212 
 213 
Experimental approach 214 
To address the aims and hypotheses of this study, we chose a mixed methods approach combining 215 
qualitative and quantitative methods.  Participants were interviewed in focus groups (described below) 216 
with quantitative measures collected before and after the interviews. 217 
 218 
Participants 219 
Participants were 17 college undergraduate students (mean ± SD: age = 18.6 ± .94; BMI = 26.1 ± 6.5; 7 220 
people of color; 12 first-year students) enrolled in the Honors Program at the university. We queried about 221 
gender and not biological sex. There were 13 women, 2 men, 2 individuals identifying as non-binary. 222 
Participants were largely recruited in-person during classes by word of mouth with a script by one of the 223 
principal investigators (TG). Participants received a $30 gift card for participation. 224 
 225 
Procedure 226 
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The interviews took place in-person, in a private setting on the university campus, in one of seven focus 227 
groups that incorporated one to four participants at a time. Before commencement of the interviews, 228 
participants were briefed on the study purpose – the goal of better understanding the determinants of 229 
movement behaviors in humans, such as the urge to be active. Procedures, potential risks, and 230 
requirements for participation were discussed with all participants. They completed a consent form 231 
indicating their willingness to participant and have the interview digitally recorded. Upon completion of 232 
the informed consent participants filled out a short demographic questionnaire and CRAVE questionnaires 233 
(Past Week and Right now versions). Following the completion of these questionnaires, participants 234 
engaged in a focus group qualitative interview that presented 12 structured questions (Supplement 1). A 235 
researcher with extensive experience in qualitative research (TG) conducted the focus groups. Finally, 236 
participants ended by completing the CRAVE (Right now format) questionnaire one last time. Interviews 237 
were recorded by the interviewer and transcribed by a professional scribe. 238 
 239 
Interview questions 240 
Questions were structured to be balanced between move and rest (i.e., 4 specific to activity, 4 specific to 241 
rest, 4 for both move and rest). The first 4 questions were created with the idea of validation of the 242 
concept and model. Questions 5-12 were created with the idea of conceptual and model development. 243 
Questions were always presented in the same order, with questions 1 and 2 intended to prime 244 
participants for later questions. The interview responses were free flowing in that the same person did 245 
not always respond first. Once the interviewer finished posing the question, the first person who wished 246 
to comment was allowed to do so; however, each person had a chance to respond to every question. 247 
Participants typically engaged in a discussion format regarding their feelings, perceptions and 248 
observations related to the topics at hand. When necessary and to facilitate greater discussion, probes 249 
were used by the researcher to elicit more detailed responses.  250 

 251 
Quantitative measure  252 
CRAVE (Cravings for Rest and Volitional Energy Expenditure): The CRAVE is 13-item questionnaire with 253 
two versions, a “past week” version and a “right now” version, which has been validated across five 254 
studies (22), demonstrating excellent psychometric properties. For this study, the past week version was 255 
used just at the beginning and the right now version was used both pre and post. Six scale items relate to 256 
physical activity (e.g., “move my body”), and 7 items are related to sedentary behaviors (e.g., “do nothing 257 
active”).” In validation testing, an exploratory structural equation model (ESEM) revealed that 10 items 258 
should be retained, loading onto two factors (5 each for Move and Rest). Consequently, the remaining 3 259 
items are unscored fillers. Move and Rest factors are correlated moderately and inversely (r = −0.71 and 260 
−0.78, in two different studies). Reliability of the scale in the same studies, as determined by McDonald’s 261 
ω, was very high (both .97). The CRAVE has good test-retest reliability and reliably measures state-like 262 
properties of motivation. Across-session interclass correlations (ICC) for Move (ICC = 0.72–0.95) and Rest 263 
(ICC = 0.69–0.88) are higher than those measured across 24-months (Move: ICC = 0.53; Rest: ICC = 0.49). 264 
The CRAVE is sensitive to changes with exercise testing, with Move decreasing with a maximal stress test 265 
(Cohen’s dav = 1.05) and Rest increasing (Cohen’s dav = 0.82). It has small to moderate associations with 266 
sensations of energy, fatigue, tiredness, and deactivation. 267 
 268 
Data analysis 269 
Quantitative data was analyzed with paired t-tests with the Jamovi statistical package (Jamovi Version 2.2) 270 
(36).  For qualitative data, researchers used content analysis as described by Hsieh & Shannon (37) and 271 
formerly utilized by one of the first authors (38) to analyze results. A deductive approach was used for 272 
theoretical validation - to identify support or disagreement with both: A) the concept of ACMS for 273 
movement and rest and B) the WANT Model. An inductive approach was used for concept development. 274 
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These approaches were conducted simultaneously for efficiency. Two analysts, both experts in the 275 
content area (TG and MSK), started by identifying lower order themes, which were entered into Microsoft 276 
Excel. Associated data from interviewees was tagged to lower order themes. For the inductive approach, 277 
analysts independently inspected LOTs to generate higher order themes (HOTs) and tag each LOT with a 278 
HOT. HOTs were sorted into a reduced number of bins to create super-higher order themes (SHOTs). In 279 
creating SHOTs, additional theory was considered, such as the Elaborated Process Model of self-regulation 280 
(29), motivation control systems (26-28), Self-Determination Theory (39), the Incentive Sensitization 281 
Model (ISM) of rewarding behaviors (40, 41) and the Theory of Hedonic Motivation (11). In the case of 282 
disagreement in the creation of HOTs and SHOTs, a third author (NSB) provided the tiebreaker. 283 
 284 
 285 
RESULTS 286 
 287 
Quantitative analysis 288 
CRAVE-Move was rated higher than CRAVE-Rest for both pre (p = .022, Cohen's d = 0.61) and post (p 289 
< .001, Cohen's d = 1.48). PW and RN versions of CRAVE-Move were moderately correlated (r = .51, p < 290 
.05). Respondents rated their CRAVE-Move as being higher “over the past week” than “right now” (33.7 ± 291 
8.0 vs. 28.9 ± 9.8). PW and RN versions of CRAVE-Rest were also moderately associated (r = .49, p < .05). 292 
We did not reject the null hypothesis that there was no difference for rest “over the past week” vs “right 293 
now” (16.5 ± 7.6 vs. 17.3 ± 10.9). See Table 1. 294 

 295 
Place Table 1 about here. 296 

 297 
CRAVE-Move (right now) significantly increased across the interviews from 28.9 (SD = 9.8) to 35.3 (8.9) 298 
(p = .006, Cohen’s d = -0.76). CRAVE-Rest demonstrated a trend to decline: 17.3 (SD = 10.9) to 11.9 (8.3) 299 
(p = .057, Cohen’s d = 0.50). Variance decreased meaningfully, as seen in Table 2 and Figure 1.  300 
 301 

Place Table 2 about here. 302 
Place Figure 1 about here. 303 

 304 
Deductive Qualitative Analyses 305 

Evidence for motivation states 306 
Thematic findings from these qualitative interviews, specifically Questions 3, 4 and 12 (presented later), 307 
corroborated the concept of ACSM for movement and rest. In question 3 (“Do you want to move right 308 
now?”), 12 reported “Yes” and indicated some desire to move; 5 indicated “No”. Of these, some 309 
respondents qualified their answer by noting they only wanted to move at a low intensity (n = 2), and 1 310 
“No” was emphatic. In Question 4, 12 respondents reported that they did not want to rest; 4 responded 311 
they wanted to rest, and 1 did not know. Of these, 1 person noticed a conflict between wanting to move 312 
and rest. Two respondents noted they wanted to rest “a lot”, and 1 respondent noted she/he did not want 313 
to rest “at all”. 314 
 315 
Throughout the focus group sessions, participants remarked frequently about their desires to move, be 316 
active but also to rest, both over the past week (e.g., “I have been wanting to move around a lot”) and 317 
right now (during the interview, e.g., “I want to get out and train”). Interviewees also provided evidence 318 
of aversions or avoidance of both movement and rest. While many of these statements were 319 
unambiguous, others were suggestive but less concrete, (“I am feeling like I wish we were doing a bit more 320 
[exercise]”). Table 3 provides a compilation of statement supportive of the concepts of affectively-charged 321 
motivation states.  322 
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 323 
There was also some doubt on the desire or want to move. For instance, one respondent said,  324 
 325 

“… when it comes to ‘urge’ and ‘crave’ it’s a natural thing [where] you crave sleep because you 326 
can't really just stay up all the time - because you need to sleep. It's more primal, I guess. Because 327 
everyone has to sleep. You don't have to move. Well, I guess it depends. There are people who 328 
don't really move. But there are some people that do. But everyone sleeps, no matter how active 329 
you are." (9/15, A).  330 

 331 
There was even some doubt on the desire or urge to rest, "I don’t see an urgency necessarily to rest, 332 
because I gotta reach that brink of exhaustion, to feel that I have earned the right to rest. … I don't feel 333 
an urgency to rest." (9/27, A). Also, "Do I want to rest physically? I don't know, but I am ok with being 334 
active because my I feel like my brain needs a rest" (8/31, D).  335 
 336 

Place Table 3 about here. 337 
 338 

Changes in motivation states from pre- to post-interview 339 
Question 12 revealed that at the end of the interview, 12 participants declared a greater desire to move, 340 
and two had no perceived changes in desires to move. Of the three remaining, they reported increased 341 
awareness of affectively-charged desires for movement and rest behaviors, which was corroborated by 342 
two other participants. One participant noted how this awareness also related to behavior, 343 

 344 
"I think I get urges to move because I always have a twitch going on, and I'll move my legs a lot, 345 
like I am doing it now. They are always moving. And if I notice it happening more, I feel like "Okay, 346 
I need to get up and walk around", even if it just while I am listening to a class online. … I have to 347 
do something!" (9/21, C) 348 
 349 

One of the participants who reported no change in movement desires contrasted that with a report of a 350 
decrease in rest.  One respondent reported, “Interestingly enough, I think I’ve actually woken up in the 351 
hour that I’ve been here…” (9/17, A). 352 
 353 
 Support for the WANT model 354 
Respondents’ comments provided supporting evidence for all postulates of the WANT model. One 355 
postulate, “Desires to move and rest interact asynchronously (e.g., one may be high in both or low in both 356 
or anywhere in-between)”, had the least amount of evidence. For this tenet, a respondent did note in 357 
regard to a stressful situation,  358 

 359 
“I was a bit hungover, and I was stuck to my bed because I was a bit nauseous but, I [couldn’t] fall 360 
asleep. [I thought] “If you can’t rest, you should be doing something”, and, it was very, annoying 361 
because I wanted to begin, cleaning my room, “I’m awake, I should be moving”, but I needed my 362 
eyes to be closed and a pillow over my head, I couldn’t satisfy the urge to move and get stuff 363 
done, and that was very stressful.” (9/27, A) 364 

 365 
 There was some evidence against specific postulates of the WANT model. For instance, 366 
concerning the supposition that “Desires vary in strength from very weak to nearly unavoidable/maximal”, 367 
a interviewee remarked, 368 
 369 
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"I would say that the want, desire and urge - the whole set - feels the same to me." "They are not 370 
super different. I don't think." (8/31, B) 371 

 372 
See Table 4. 373 
 374 

Place Table 4 about here. 375 
 376 

Impact of Affectively-Charged Motivation States (ACMS) on subsequent behavior 377 
We found qualitative evidence that motivation states were related to aspects of subsequent movement 378 
and sedentary behavior - in type, quantity and in quality of motor behaviors. The effect on behavior was 379 
often related to the strength of the ACMS. One participant stated, "If I really want to exercise, I will make 380 
time for it." (9/10, B). Respondents also reported that motivation states did not result in behavior 381 
enactment / consummation. For instance,  382 

 383 
" ‘Want’ is more knowing I should, but it doesn't incite me to actually do it. Want is just, 384 
'I should probably do this, because I know it's good for me', but I don't actually do it." 385 
(8/31, D) 386 

 387 
See Table 5. 388 

 389 
Place Table 5 about here. 390 

 391 
Qualitative Inductive Analyses 392 

Lower-Order Theme (LOT) Identification 393 
Investigators found 435 lower-order themes (e.g., “move for sport”, “rest and be lazy”), only 25 of which 394 
were identical between raters, resulting in 410 unique lower order themes. LOTs generated per question 395 
ranged from 16 for Question 12 to 65 for Question 7 (mean = 36.3, SD = 12.4). There was a total of 753 396 
counts (e.g., instances or tags) across all LOTs. Counts (e.g., instances or tags) per LOT identified was 1.7 397 
(range 1.1 to 3.0). In the first 8 questions, move queries resulted in 180 LOTs and rest resulted in 145, but 398 
total counts from move queries was 285 and from rest was 264. Overall, these data demonstrate many 399 
lower order themes were identified (for both move and rest factors) and tagged to participant’s 400 
comments. 401 
 402 

Higher-Order Theme (HOT) Identification 403 
 404 
The two analysts generated the same (or highly similar) higher-order themes only 22.4% of the time. 405 
Disagreed HOTs were sent to analyst 3, who chose analyst 1’s HOT in 33.6% of instances. In 1.3% of 406 
instances, the analyst was unable to make a determination, resulting in the items being discussed until 407 
consensus. In the end, 43 higher order themes were agreed upon.  408 
 409 
The 10 most common HOTs (based on frequency of LOTs in each HOT) were: 1) “sensations/stimulation” 410 
(n = 62 LOTs), 2) “demands” (n = 52), 3) “facilitators of movement” (n = 40), 4) (tie) Theoretical support (n 411 
= 37), 4) (tie) “physical sensations” (n = 37), 6) “cycles/variation” (n = 35), 7) (tie) “stress” (n = 32), 7) (tie) 412 
“exhaustion threshold” (n = 32), 7) (tie) “deprivation/satiation” (n = 32) and 10) “barriers for movement” 413 
(n = 31).  414 
 415 

Super Higher-Order Theme (SHOT) Identification 416 
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From the 43 HOTs, super higher order themes (SHOTs) were created. Analyst 1 sorted the 43 themes in 417 
10 clusters, which included: 1) Stable change / biorhythms, 2) Factors affecting change in motivation 418 
states, 3) Processes of control, 4) Impulse control / Impulsivity, 5) Objective oriented, 6) Moderators, 7) 419 
Sensations, 8) Strength of motivation states, 9) Theoretical postulations, and 10) Stress factors. Analyst 2 420 
sorted the HOTs into three SHOTs: 1) theoretical support, 2) behavioral processes, and 3) stress. Through 421 
a process of consensus, six were designated: 1) “people experience movement urges”, 2) “change”, 3) 422 
“autonomy”, 4) “objective-orientation”, 5) “moderators”, and 6) “stress effects”. These were then 423 
presented collectively at an international conference, and feedback was garnered.  424 
 425 
We decided to present the themes as dualities based on the contrasting ideas of: 1) “propelling versus 426 
restraining” forces, 2) “automaticity versus deliberation” in the Affective-Reflective Theory of Physical 427 
Activity (13) and 3) volitional versus appetitive desires (11, 17). To be consistent with the WANT Model, 428 
however (16, 19, 22), we decided to present these dualities as additive (“and”) and not necessarily as a 429 
conflicting binary (“versus”). This was also done to emphasize the potential for adaptive and flexible 430 
behavioral repertoire (42), as with the WANT Model (i.e., which includes move and rest, and not move 431 
versus rest), where combinations of desires can lead to more diverse behavioral outcomes (42). The final 432 
SHOTs were: 1) Want - and do not want (diswants), 2) Change and stability, 3) Autonomy and automaticity, 433 
4) Objectives and impulses, 5) Restraining and propelling forces, 6) Stress and boredom. Each SHOT is 434 
explained in detail below. See Figure 2. 435 
 436 

Place Figure 2 about here. 437 
 438 
 SHOT 1 - Wants and diswants (aversions) 439 
All of the higher order themes in this SHOT related to affectively-charged motivation states and their 440 
characteristics. Thus, the SHOT was called “Wants and diswants”. This SHOT had six higher order themes: 441 
1) sensations / stimulation (i.e., people feel wants to move and rest), 2) theoretical support for ACMS and 442 
the WANT model, 3) tension strength of motivation states, 4) aversions / dread for movement and rest, 443 
5) intrinsic motivation and 6) thresholds differentiating ACMS. Supplement 2 contains the HOTs, exemplar 444 
LOTs and quotes for the “wants and diswants” super higher order theme. 445 
 446 
 SHOT 2 – Change and stability   447 
The higher order themes in this SHOT all related to factors changing or remaining stable over time, which 448 
invokes concepts of biorhythms and regulated change, and perhaps similar to homeostasis and allostasis 449 
(43). This SHOT had seven higher order themes: 1) cycles and variation, 2) homeostasis, 3) inertia and 450 
momentum, 4) balance of movement and rest, 5) habits and routine, 6) traits and 7) aging and the life 451 
course. Supplement 3 contains the HOTs, exemplar LOTs and quotes for the “change and stability” super 452 
higher order theme. 453 
 454 
 SHOT 3 - Autonomy and automaticity 455 
Close inspection of the HOTs, it was determined to call this SHOT “autonomy and automaticity”, in respect 456 
to processes of control and higher-order cognitive processes, such as decision-making. Both HOTs and 457 
LOTs in this theme appear to point to many user-generated decisions (or at the very least) the inability to 458 
make decisions (44). In other words, some processes have a locus of control generated consciously by the 459 
self, while others are generated more unconsciously. Considering the framework of Self-Determination 460 
Theory (39, 45), the notion of autonomy is a feeling that one has choice and is willingly endorsing one’s 461 
own behavior (44). Autonomy here makes sense as individuals might think about actions (e.g., cognitive 462 
processes), regulate behavior (e.g., energy management) and must overcome urges to produce a desired 463 
behavior (e.g., temptation versus will power). When looking through this lens, autonomy appears as the 464 
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concept that encompasses all these lower order themes. In contrast, for those decisions that appear to 465 
not to consciously generated, the idea of automaticity from Affective-Reflective Theory (13). Recent work 466 
suggests that automaticity and autonomy interact to produce stronger physical activity behaviors (46). 467 
This SHOT had seven higher order themes: 1) automatic processes, 2) cognitive processes, 3) behavioral 468 
regulation, 4) anticipation/energy management, 5) cues / triggers / feedback, 6) willpower / self-control, 469 
and 7) consummation / behavioral enactment. Supplement 4 contains the HOTs, exemplar LOTs and 470 
quotes for the “autonomy and automaticity” super higher order theme. 471 
 472 

SHOT 4 - Objectives and impulses 473 
This SHOT was named “objectives and impulses” to reflect that some targets are rationale while others 474 
are appetitive, which is in line with the theory of desires from Davis (11, 17). Examining the lower and 475 
higher order themes of this SHOT, and the quotes associated with them, it was apparent that the 476 
respondent was trying to reconcile commitments against impulses to accomplish an objective. This would 477 
be balancing conflict, setting, and working toward goals, or thinking about what one has to do, needs to 478 
do, should do, or must do based on the desired end result. Taken together, this reads as an objective-479 
oriented mindset contrasting against an impulsive mindset, where one is actively working towards a 480 
desired outcome. This SHOT had 7 higher order themes: 1) goals, 2) drive, 3) have to/need 481 
to/should/must, 4) instrumental demands, 5) conflict, 6) secondary desires, and 7) temptation. 482 
Supplement 5 contains the HOTs, exemplar LOTs and quotes for the “objectives and impulses” super 483 
higher order theme. 484 

 485 
 SHOT 5 - Propelling and restraining forces 486 
Respondents indicated that there were several factors that modified or moderated their experience of 487 
motivation states to affect activity and sedentary behaviors. Thus, it was decided to name this “propelling 488 
and restraining forces”, in alignment with Affective Reflective Theory (ART) of physical activity and 489 
sedentarism (13). This SHOT had eight higher order themes: 1) facilitators of movement, 2) deprivation / 490 
satiation, 3) barriers for movement, 4) social influences, 5) conditions, 6) liking (pleasure) / reinforcement 491 
(reward), 7) immersion, and 8) distraction. Supplement 6 contains the HOTs, exemplar LOTs and quotes 492 
for the “propelling and restraining forces” super higher order theme. 493 
 494 
 SHOT 6 - Stress and boredom 495 
Respondents frequently noted that desires to move and rest were instigated by states of over- and under-496 
stimulation – strain and monotony. This makes sense, as psychological stress states can have a strong 497 
effect on physically activity and sedentarism (47), both inhibiting and activating behavior, perhaps by 498 
affecting psychosomatic sensations (48). Stress and boredom were encompassed of 8 higher order 499 
themes: 1) impinging life demands, 2) physical sensations, such as energy and fatigue, 3) stress, 4) 500 
exhaustion threshold, 5) monotony and boredom, 6) emotional regulation, 7) mood and emotion, and 8) 501 
dysfunction and dysregulation. Supplement 7 contains the HOTs, exemplar LOTs and quotes for the “stress 502 
and boredom” super higher order theme. 503 
 504 
 505 
DISCUSSION 506 
 507 
This is the first mixed-methods study (qualitative and quantitative) to provide evidence that individuals 508 
experience appetitive and reflective wants or desires to move and rest; that these states change rapidly 509 
and are highly influenced by a number of ever-changing factors, such as the daily experience of stress 510 
(47). Interviews with 17 college honors students revealed that they experienced affectively-charged 511 
motivation states (ACMS) to move and rest both in recent weeks and in the present moment. They also 512 
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provided evidence for other postulates of the WANT model, such as not wanting to move or rest at all, or 513 
rather, actively avoiding certain behaviors. In a few cases, respondents provided contrasting perspectives 514 
that contradicted expectations. For instance, some respondents expressed some doubt that they had any 515 
desire to move, or that there were any differences between various motivation states, such as the desire 516 
to move versus an urge to move. Importantly, some evidence, though not extensive, supported the idea 517 
that motivation states to move and rest spur actual activity behaviors in a time frame proximal to the 518 
experience of the subjective desire. To understand how motivation states might impact behavior, we 519 
conducted an inductive content analysis of the interviews. Forty-three higher order themes were found, 520 
which we separated into 6 super-higher order themes, such as “objectives and impulses”, “propelling and 521 
restraining forces” and “stress and boredom”. The study also provided further validation of the CRAVE 522 
scale, which was recently developed to measure motivation states (22). As measured with this instrument, 523 
there were changes in ACMS from pre- to post-interview with moderate effect sizes (.76 and .5, for move 524 
and rest, respectively). Overall, there was an abundance of support, but also some minor conflicting 525 
evidence, for the concept of affectively-charged motivation states for physical activity and sedentarism 526 
and their influence on subsequent behaviors.  527 
 528 
Evidence of affectively-charged motivation states - Quantitative and qualitative deductive analyses 529 
The major priority of this study was to determine if a group of respondents would qualitatively support or 530 
negate the idea of being motivated, in the present moment, to move, be active and exercise. This has 531 
come into focus given a preponderance of opinion, and some empirical data, that humans prefer to be 532 
sedentary, or may not have any experience of desiring or wanting movement (31, 32). While there is a 533 
strong rationale that humans do want to move (16) and initial quantitative data exists to support it (22), 534 
we were interested in opinions from interviewees and their expressions of desire (or lack thereof) in their 535 
own words. As it happened, participants largely corroborated the concept of motivation states, but they 536 
also presented unique perspectives. Participants stated that they did subjectively experience desires to 537 
move and rest, including at the time of the interview, which sometimes differed from desires experienced 538 
over the past week. Moreover, these states were volatile, rapidly dissipating or succumbing to other 539 
desires. They also described a total absence of desire, often during flow states, or even aversion to 540 
movement and rest; in other words, actively avoiding these behaviors. Desires were sometimes described 541 
as being consummatory (e.g., as in feeling an urge to exercise that instigates actions to go work out at the 542 
gym), which in turn often resulted in satiation – a fulfillment of desire leading to a drop in the motivation 543 
state and subsequent cessation of activity. Of note, strong urges and cravings for movement, typically 544 
from conditions of deprivation (e.g., sudden decreases in exercise) were associated with physical and 545 
mental manifestations, such as leg stiffening, fidgeting, feelings of being antsy, jittery, and restless. Urges 546 
for rest and sleep featured prominently as well, and some respondents even expressed having extreme 547 
cravings for rest.  548 
 549 
While qualitative data addressed the experience of motivation states, quantitative data mainly 550 
demonstrated variance in those states. As hypothesized, motivation states as assessed with the CRAVE 551 
scale changed significantly over the course of the focus groups. We observed that the desire to move 552 
increased pre- to post-interview, and the desire to rest decreased, which agrees with data previously 553 
collected from a study that saw similar trends over 3 time points throughout an educational seminar (22). 554 
Some participants described the experience of motivation states as something novel and unimaginable 555 
beforehand, but now that it was in their conscious awareness, it had some concreteness and veracity. The 556 
idea that we may or not be aware of our desires and impulses has been discussed extensively (26, 27), 557 
and the idea of arousing awareness for movement impulses was famously demonstrated by Benjamin 558 
Libet (49) in his studies on free will. Having satisfactorily analyzed the interviews for deductive evidence 559 
of motivation states, we turned to analyze the data from an inductive perspective, creating hierarchical 560 
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themes to understand how motivation states operate within a larger regulatory scheme. The first super 561 
higher-order theme, “wants and diswants (aversions)” was mostly constituted from the deductive 562 
information generated above. 563 
 564 
Qualitative inductive analysis 565 
Do motivation states matter in the control of behavior, and if so, how? Desires and urges for movement 566 
and rest are ostensibly antecedents to and consequences of behavior, but how they operate within 567 
behavioral systems is unknown. Super higher-order themes two through five commonly related to ideas 568 
of behavior regulation, comprising the categories of: SHOT 2) Change and stability, SHOT 3) Autonomy 569 
and automaticity, SHOT 4) Objectives and impulses, and SHOT 5) Restraining and propelling forces. In 570 
regard to the SHOT on change and stability, participants widely reported diurnal, weekly and seasonal 571 
variation in desires for movement and rest. A plethora of data exists in the area of circadian rhythms, 572 
supporting the notion that pertinent hormones (e.g., cortisol) (50), neural peptides (e.g., hypocretin-1 / 573 
orexin A) (51) psychological factors (e.g., perceptions of energy and fatigue) and other attributes vary 574 
cyclically over the course of a day, month, year or longer (21). Another theme emerging from this SHOT 575 
was that of behavioral and motivational momentum and inertia (e.g., being “in a rut” or “stuck”) (14), 576 
perhaps similar to the idea of affective inertia (52), which are associated with symptoms of depression or 577 
attention disorders (53). This is intriguing as one might speculate that motivational inertia serves as 578 
another indicator of psychological dysfunction. On the other hand, the feeling of inertia may be a key 579 
difference between types of ACMS, with cravings and urges having more motivational pull through inertia 580 
or stickiness. Clearly though, sometimes inertia is less pernicious and simply due to forces of habit and 581 
simple environmental demands. Participants indicated that habit drove their behavior without awareness 582 
a desire for movement, attesting to the power of habits (54, 55). Another force (perhaps equally strong 583 
to habit) indicated by respondents was provided by movement’s instrumental or utilitarian value. In short, 584 
people still have some physical tasks that can only be accomplished through movement, and motivation 585 
states match those situational demands, what Brehm and Self (25) call “motivational arousal”.  586 
 587 
These concepts segue easily into SHOT 3 (Autonomy and automaticity), and of these two contrasting 588 
perspectives, perhaps automatic processes of regulation were most frequently described by participants; 589 
they did represent the greatest number of lower-order themes in this SHOT. Central to automatic 590 
processes are the related ideas of randomness, and spontaneity, which recently have been highlighted in 591 
motivation research but are rarely accounted for in analyses (56). “Motivation arrives as opposed to being 592 
planned” (56), indicating the non-linear path of motivation. Participants were clear that a variety of 593 
external variables, such as cues, were antecedents of movement and rest, perhaps accounting for this 594 
variability (14). Finally, the theme of automaticity is also consistent with terminology used in the social 595 
psychology work on conscious versus nonconscious processing and decision-making. Hallmark research 596 
from Bargh (57) resulted in the adoption of automaticity versus control to refer to non-conscious and 597 
conscious processes. In the current case, autonomy and control are synonymous.  598 
 599 
In line with the Affective – Reflective Theory of Physical Inactivity and Exercise (13), participants also 600 
described, though less frequently, deliberative processes, such as decision making, planning, energy 601 
management and prioritization of rest and exercise. Motivation states are key mediators in adaptive 602 
planning (42). As seen in SHOT 4, participants described desire changing in the context of conflict, which 603 
existed between competing desires as well as between desires and goals. Participants expressed these as 604 
contrasts between “want to”, “have to”, “should”, “need to” and their converses (“don’t want to”, 605 
“shouldn’t”, etc), many or most of which interacted with goals, intensions and other cognitive factors to 606 
spur change (16, 58-60). Saunders and colleagues (61) found that, on average, 60% of participants’ desires 607 
conflicted with at least one goal. The interplay between these forces were often influenced by willpower 608 
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(resistance), self-control, or harmonization of desires to result in behavioral enactment or avoidance. 609 
Greater resistance or willpower applied immediately in the moment of temptation results in less 610 
enactment of unproductive desires (61, 62). While a lack of willpower might be the key factor in some 611 
situations, in others it might more simply be a lack of opportunity to move or be sedentary in the moment 612 
of experiencing desire.  Sometimes respondents indicated that desires were manipulated or ignored, but 613 
frequently urges and cravings were strong enough to hijack attention and thoughts, consuming physical 614 
and mental experiences to the point of not being able to overcome them, ostensibly resulting in rapid 615 
behavior (58, 63). On the other hand, as laid out in SHOT 5, there were a variety of barriers blocking 616 
consummation of the desire to move, such as injury, exhaustion, and responsibilities. There were also a 617 
variety of conditions (e.g., having free time for leisure, being in proximity to a gym or nature) and social 618 
factors facilitating desires leading to opportunities to act on the impulse (10, 44, 64). Taken together, 619 
motivation states appear to play a prominent role in behavioral processes. More specifically, they seem 620 
to relate clearly to the concept of self-regulation, which is defined as “any effort to actively control 621 
behavior by inhibiting dominant and automatic behaviors, urges, emotions or desires, and replacing those 622 
with goal-directed responses” (65, 66).   623 
 624 
Stress and boredom 625 
Psychological stress, both subjective and objective, emerged as a major theme, and participants 626 
frequently cited facets of stress as abating and/or instigating motivation states to move (e.g., “Stress 627 
makes me want to move.”) and rest (e.g., “My desire to rest is normally about stress.”). Stressful emotions 628 
(e.g., “freaking out”, being overwhelmed), life stressors (e.g., transition to college, COVID-19, family 629 
death), demands (e.g., schoolwork, sports training), daily hassles and work/rest imbalance were all 630 
regarded as influential in either activating or inhibiting motivation and behavior.  Several participants 631 
stated that they utilized exercise as a method to cope and regulate emotions, which may explain why 632 
some people move more in the face of stress. All of these observations fall in line with a classic systematic 633 
review that found that psychological stress was associated with inhibited physically active behaviors in 634 
86% of higher-quality studies, but 18% of prospective studies found that it was associated with activated 635 
movement well (47). Investigations including sophisticated analyses have demonstrated that the effects 636 
of negative affect on physical activity are stronger than the opposite direction (67, 68). Stults-637 
Kolehmainen, Blacutt & Filgueiras (69) found that individuals reporting very high levels of stress reported 638 
either no exercise at all, or alternatively, very high levels of exercise (e.g., working out 6 days a week). 639 
Despite facing extraordinary stressors, some athletes are able to self-regulate to maintain effortful 640 
behaviors by focusing on goals, the so-called “self-regulatory efficacy” (70), resulting in a null effect of 641 
stress. Back to the current data, excitement and eustress typically were related to an increased drive to 642 
move, but so was a lack of stress and under-stimulation – feelings of boredom and monotony. 643 
Interestingly, stress also resulted in feelings of numbness or being frozen, in other words, not wanting to 644 
move or rest at all, which is in accordance with postulates of the WANT model (16). One unique 645 
observation was that not being able to satisfy or consummate an urge or craving to move or rest 646 
sometimes resulted in the experience of stress, frustration, and agitation, indicating possible bidirectional 647 
effects (e.g., “I couldn’t satisfy the urge to move and get stuff done, and that was very stressful”). Overall, 648 
it appears that stress and emotion interact with motivation states (e.g., desire, urge, craving) to move and 649 
rest in a highly complicated manner to influence behavior (71). Unfortunately, at the current time there 650 
is a lack of a clear model to explain stress and motivation interactions - whether motivation mediates or 651 
moderates the effects of stress on physical activity. 652 
 653 
Aside from psychological stress, other mental health and psychological considerations had sway over 654 
motivation states. For instance, psychosomatic sensations, such as tiredness, pain and soreness all had a 655 
clear impact on desires to move and rest, with aversive sensations typically extinguishing the desire to 656 
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move and propelling desires to be sedentary. Both good and poor mood were commonly cited as 657 
influencing desires to move, be productive and rest. Although unprompted, some respondents openly 658 
commented that they had various mental health conditions, such as anxiety, ADHD, bipolar disorder, and 659 
body image problems. These respondents spoke about episodes of impaired activity - being “in a rut”, 660 
feeling “stuck” or, conversely, being hyperactive and feeling manic (72). However, no participant 661 
discussed depression and trauma. Those with PTSD, for instance, sometimes complain of being “frozen” 662 
and unable to move and be productive (73), while those with panic attack and agoraphobia suffer from 663 
“fear responses to acute threat with the urge for active avoidance/escape” (74). Stults-Kolehmainen and 664 
colleagues have discussed aspects of motivation states as they appear in psychological disorders, 665 
including, anorexia nervosa, muscle dysmorphia, akathisia, restless legs syndrome and others (19). Until 666 
recently, these sensations appeared to be obscure and idiopathic symptoms, but recently NIMH has 667 
classified these in the sensorimotor domain under the construct “motor actions” (sub-construct: 668 
“sensorimotor dynamics”) (75), which seems to validate the notion that ACMS might have a place in 669 
mental health and pathology. Unfortunately, this study included a sample that was too small to explore 670 
any of these ideas, and we did not include any physical or mental health measures in this study. 671 
 672 
Limitations 673 
The results of the current investigation must be interpreted with some caution due to several limiting 674 
factors. First, the number of participants was small and was composed mostly of female undergraduate 675 
honors students. Previous studies have found no differences between genders for motivation states (22), 676 
so lack of variability in gender may not be an issue, but we have observed differences by age (22). Older 677 
individuals have a much wider range of life experiences and are subject to the effects of both primary and 678 
secondary physical aging (76). Consequently, it seems likely that older adults will experience motivation 679 
states for movement differently and will likely have a greater desire for rest. Comments from our 680 
respondents could also reflect a specific motivational climate, culture and education around movement 681 
and rest that might be tied to this population of high achieving college students (44, 64, 77). Indeed, our 682 
previous work also demonstrates that adults of different age groups have different motives for exercise 683 
(9). Motivation states also vary by exercise stage-of-change, a proxy for physical activity behavior (22). 684 
The fitness and physical activity levels of the sample were not measured but based on their extensive 685 
comments it is certain that this group was a healthy, active, and high functioning sample. This is important, 686 
as for some people, there are likely trait manifestations of wanting to move and rest. Given all these 687 
potential factors, the interviews generated over 400 lower-ordered themes, indicating that even though 688 
the participant number was low, the interviews were very productive. Also, despite the low n, we 689 
observed changes in CRAVE scores across the focus groups, indicating increased desires to move. There 690 
was no control group, therefore, we don’t know if changes in CRAVE (“right now”) were due to: 1) 691 
increased awareness of normally unconscious desires, resulting from talking about physical activity and 692 
rest behaviors (49), 2) the effects of behavioral priming, which Bargh demonstrated clearly impacts 693 
physical activity (57), because participants felt “cooped up” during the interview, 3) because of 694 
anticipation of leaving the venue for their next daily task or, 5) demands effects, 6) reactivity to the CRAVE 695 
scale, or 7) some other unknown factor. The first factor might be discounted as we did not observe 696 
concomitant increases in the desire to rest (“right now”), even though it was also widely discussed. On 697 
the contrary, it was diminished. Furthermore, we observed similar results in Study 4 from Stults-698 
Kolehmainen et al. (22), from a lecture period when physical activity and rest were not specifically 699 
discussed. Future studies will need to untangle these effects with better experimentation. 700 
 701 
Future research 702 
Future research could attempt to make the necessary methodological advances noted above, or it could 703 
go in alternative directions to address other issues, which are roughly divided into 4 research questions. 704 
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 705 
Are people naturally lazy? 706 

First, while the current study provided both quantitative and qualitative evidence that desires to move 707 
and rest are subjectively felt in conscious awareness, and various aspects of the WANT model found 708 
support, we were not able to adequately address the idea of which desire (physical activity or 709 
sedentarism) is predominant in this group of respondents, nor in the larger scope of society. However, 710 
our quantitative data found that the desire to move was greater than the desire to rest at every time 711 
point. This is consistent with our previous investigations, where desire to move was consistently rated 712 
higher than desire to rest in quantitative analysis (22). It is also congruent the idea that, “The human body 713 
is built for physical activity, not rest” (78), implying that humans have both a natural need and inherent 714 
drive to move (discussed extensively in Stults-Kolehmainen et al. (16)). However, we did not specifically 715 
ask our interviewees questions to directly compare desires, such as, “Which desire do you feel more 716 
often?” or “Which desire is typically stronger for you?” Various researchers have suggested that humans 717 
are naturally inclined to rest and thus conserve energy; therefore, they likely have greater desire to be 718 
sedentary, are typically lazy, and only move when necessary (11, 25, 31, 32, 79). The ideas of laziness and 719 
productivity did feature among respondents in these focus groups, with laziness generally being viewed 720 
as the opposite of productivity, and desires to rest and move associated with those tendencies (e.g., “I 721 
feel urged to move and get stuff done.”). Future research should address whether the feeling of laziness 722 
is simply: A) a lack of a desire to move (regardless of the desire to rest), B) a combination of low desire to 723 
move and high desire to rest, or C) a low desire to move and a high desire to rest but felt in the shroud of 724 
“should” move.  725 

 726 
How do “shoulds” and “want to’s” interact? 727 

Following from above, a person may feel that they “should” be moving, and they “should” be productive, 728 
but they do not have the subjective and appetitive feeling of wanting to move and be productive. Future 729 
studies should address the ideas of “should” and “have to” in relation to “want to” - developing better 730 
instruments and theories to connect these related ideas. More practically, future studies might investigate 731 
how to create exercise routines that are more enjoyable, less compelled by “shoulds” or help people to 732 
move more mindfully, paying attention to desires and/or embracing desires to move and rest in balance, 733 
as with mindful walking or martial arts (80, 81). These might be conducted as part of just-in-time adaptive 734 
interventions (JITAI) (82), which attempt to gauge and take advantage of motivation states, but still to this 735 
time have not successfully incorporated this idea (83) as none have used a valid measure, such as a single-736 
item CRAVE (22). 737 
 738 

How can the WANT model be improved? 739 
Future research should also focus on updating and revising the WANT model (16), which was created 740 
because of apparent theoretical deficits and the inability of existing theories to adequately explain the 741 
phenomena we have observed, but still falls sort of its intended goal. In short, the WANT model is a 742 
heuristic to understand how desires might vary in strength, approach and how they interact with each 743 
other. This effort is concordant with the NIMH Research Domain Initiative Criteria, which seeks to 744 
understand elements of psychological phenomena, such as urges and motor sensations (75). The current 745 
data provide evidence that facets of the WANT model (e.g., that desires may be oriented to approach or 746 
avoidance, are impacted by previous behaviors, etc.) are valid. However, the model as a whole lacks 747 
extensive quantitative validation, mainly because there are no measurement tools available to assess 748 
aversions (i.e., diswants) to move and rest. Until this measure exists, adequate validation of the dual-axis 749 
structure of desires for movement and rest (and thus four quadrants) is not feasible. The WANT model 750 
could be further explicated by considering how ACMS to move and rest fluctuate in tandem with other 751 
internal and external states (e.g., stress, satiety, deprivation, hunger, fatigue), emotion and other 752 
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influences that vary by the situation and context. For example, a revised WANT model might incorporate 753 
exogenous stimuli known to influence desires to move, such as music, light and other environmental 754 
factors identified by participants in these focus groups. Insights generated from qualitative data, as in the 755 
current study, is pertinent for the advancement of model, theory and intervention development in the 756 
areas of physical activity and sedentary behavior, as has been delineated by Bonell (35). 757 

 758 
What other theories offer insight into motivation states for movement and sedentarism? 759 

The WANT model is also not a predictive model; therefore, frameworks predictive of physical activity and 760 
sedentarism, such as dual-process theories (13, 14), or models of affective response (15) maybe be better 761 
suited to explain these phenomena or new research frameworks maybe be needed. Dissimilar from 762 
theories mentioned above, the Elaborated Process Model of self-regulation (29) focuses on the idea of 763 
depletion and how it moderates motivation. It asserts that people switch from move to rest (and from 764 
“have-to” to “want-to”) systems and back again as they become depleted in each system. Importantly, 765 
depletion is associated with fatigue, boredom, and negative emotions, which propels the individual to 766 
avoid exploitation types of tasks (i.e., work) and approach exploration types of tasks (e.g., watching video 767 
clips or television) or vice versa. While the switch is ostensibly prompted by fatigue, it may also be 768 
triggered by a (perhaps unconscious) cost/benefit analysis, stoking desires for rewarding stimuli and 769 
causing changes in attention, salience, and emotion. From an evolutionary aspect, such fatigue-induced 770 
switching is highly utilitarian and adaptive as it: A) prevents excessive focus on any one single desire, for 771 
instance, in the dysfunctional cases of punding (84), B) it also protects the human organism from 772 
overexertion and collapse (85, 86). However, the theory also postulates that to promote the continuation 773 
of valued behaviors, fatigue can be better tolerated and made less aversive with extra reward, 774 
distractions, affirming values, prayer or other strategies (29), all of which may be relevant in the 775 
promotion of physically active behaviors. Other models of depletion and satiation, such as the exercise 776 
satiation model (87) should be studied for ideas to expand and/or modify existing frameworks – together 777 
with Self-determination Theory (39, 45) and the Theory of Effort Minimization in Physical Activity (32).  778 
 779 
Finally, future research should investigate whether people act on their desires to move and rest when 780 
these are experienced in the moment of tension. This may be studied in a naturalistic setting or in a 781 
laboratory environment where such desires are instigated. 782 
 783 
Conclusion 784 
Both quantitative and qualitative data support the notion that humans experience subjective feelings of 785 
wanting or desiring to move their bodies, be physically active and/or exercise, which we call affectively-786 
charged motivation states (ACMS). Sometimes, these actionable feelings were described as strong, 787 
engrossing or even irresistible, as in an urge or craving to get up and walk around or engage in a workout 788 
or training session. Respondents clearly indicated having experiences of desire or craving to rest, sleep 789 
and engage in sedentary behaviors, and frequently these collided with ambitions to move or be 790 
productive. How interviewees described their subjective states largely fell in line with postulates of the 791 
WANT model (16), which describes how desires, wants, urges and cravings to move, be active and rest 792 
operate loosely and asynchronously. Motivation states to move and be sedentary varied by numerous 793 
factors, which we divided into six super higher-order themes. Perhaps the most prominent of these was 794 
the theme centered on stress. Indeed, the experience of stress frequently stymied desires to move and 795 
be active, though sometimes it had the opposite effect. Stress also stoked desires to rest and be sedentary, 796 
though again, sometimes it also diminished those. Quantitative data revealed that, across focus groups, 797 
desires to move increased, and desires to rest trended to decrease, which participants corroborated when 798 
specifically asked about perceived changes in motivation states. The overarching picture that emerged 799 
from this investigation was that motivation states (e.g., desires, wants, urges and cravings) potentially 800 
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play a prominent role in behavioral processes, interacting with other factors (e.g., stress, habit) to drive 801 
movement and sedentary activities. Such information may lead to better theories and, down the road, 802 
adaptive interventions to promote physical activity.  803 
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Table 1. Correlation Matrix (Pearson’s r) and descriptive statistics for “Past week” (PW) and “Right 
now” (RN) versions of the CRAVE Scale, measuring desires and wants to move and rest 

  
RN  

MOVE  
PRE 

RN 
REST  
PRE 

RN  
MOVE  
POST 

RN  
REST  
POST 

PW  
MOVE  

PRE 

PW  
REST  
PRE 

RN MOVE PRE —      

RN REST PRE -.66** —     

RN MOVE 
POST 

.59* -.08 —    

RN REST POST -.45 .39 -.71** —   

PW MOVE 
PRE 

.51* -.53* .42 -.58* —  

PW REST PRE -.35 .49* -.42 .67** -.74*** — 

Mean 28.9 17.3 35.3 11.9 33.7 16.5 

SD 9.8 10.9 8.9 8.3 8.0 7.6 

*  p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 

 1039 
  1040 
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Table 2. Paired Samples T-Tests comparing pre- versus post-interview time points for both “right now” (RN) and “past 
week” (PW) versions of the CRAVE scale 

 

        
95% Confidence 

Interval 

  t df 
p-

value 
Mean 

difference 
SE 

difference 

Effect 
Size 

(Cohen’s 
d) 

Lower Upper 

RN MOVE PRE RN MOVE POST 
-

3.129 
16 .0065 -6.412 2.049 -0.759 -1.292 -0.208 

RN REST PRE RN REST POST 2.054 16 .0567 5.412 2.635 0.498 -0.014 0.997 

RN MOVE PRE RN REST PRE 2.533 16 .0221 11.588 4.575 0.614 0.086 1.127 

RN MOVE POST RN REST POST 6.091 16 < .0001 23.412 3.843 1.477 0.771 2.162 

PW MOVE PRE RN MOVE PRE 2.234 16 .0401 4.824 2.160 0.542 0.024 1.045 

PW REST PRE RN REST PRE 
-

0.322 
16 .7517 -0.765 2.376 -0.078 -0.553 0.399 

PW MOVE PRE PW REST PRE 4.874 16 .0002 17.176 3.524 1.182 0.546 1.797 

 1041 
  1042 
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Table 3.  Qualitative evidence for ACMS for movement / physical activity / exercise and rest / sedentary behaviors * 

  MOVE REST 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WANT 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Recently 

RECENTLY 
"My desire has been pretty high to move and be active." (9/17, A) 
"I have been wanting to move around a lot." (9/17, B) 
"I am trying to get [my desire] back up so I can actually work out." (9/21, A) 
"Over the past week I wanted to move a little bit more." (9/21, A) 
"In the past few days I've wanted to move around a little bit more." (9/21, A) 
"I think I am still on a 'move thing' right now. I went hiking on Saturday and afterwards I went out [to 
socialize]. Even though I am tired I don't really want to stop." (9/21, C) 
"I really wanted to move over the past week more than I have consistently over the first few weeks of the 
semester." (9/10, B) 
"I get like random bursts of energy, and it makes me really motivated, and it like makes me want to get more 
done, and it makes me wanna go on runs, go on walks, get more homework done, or get the next week’s 
homework done.” (9/13, A) 
“…Over spring break our coach tells us… ‘You shouldn’t be training … You shouldn’t be pushing yourself to 
any degree that’s beyond something casual’ … By the time you get back from spring break you’re dying to 
get a hard workout in [and] get that sweat going … You miss it, and … you’re reinvigorated [and] wanting to 
train and push yourself. It’s a craving.” (9/17, A) 
"The workload is not too heavy - so I am feeling like I wish we were doing a bit more [exercise]." (9/17, A) 

"Over the past week, I have wanted to rest a lot." 
(9/10, A) 
 
"I just wanted to sit down." (8/31, A) 
 
 
"I just wanted to go to sleep." (9/17, A) 
  

Now NOW 
"I have had a jam-packed day full of stuff, and I am going to be going until 11pm - so it’s a bit more like jolty, 
anxiety movement. I want to kick my foot around a little, or shake a bit, just to get rid of that nervous 
energy, in terms of moving, in terms of exercise or working out"  (9/27, A) 
"… I want to work out." (8/31, C) 
“I wanna get out and train”  (9/17, A) 
“I’d say yeah, I wanna move right now but, not like I’m itching to get out of my seat and go run.” (9/17, A) 
“ … I feel urged to move and get stuff done …” (9/27, A) 
"I want to [move] but I guess I don't really want to heavily exert myself…” (8/31, D) 

"I definitely crave rest a lot. I crave just sitting! 
Sitting is nice. It is very good. Sitting here during the 
interview is very good. It's nice." (9/27, A) 
 
"I would really love to be laying down right now in a 
fetal position with my teddy bear. That would be 
ideal because I don't get enough sleep, and it 
would be nice to just take a nap right now." (9/27, 
A) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
DON’T 
WANT 

 
 
 
Recently 

"I have NOT wanted to move more than the necessary amount" (9/21, A) 
 
“A time where I really wanted to just slow down and do nothing or just rest… was, not really rest, in itself, 
but just not move.” (9/10, B) 
 
“… We’ll finish a game, [maybe] the next day we have off, I’m like, “oh, I wanna go to the gym”. He’s like, 
“I’m wiped out from yesterday, I don’t wanna go to the gym”. (9/17, A) 

"Last night I felt like I couldn't fall asleep. I was just 
awake and had this jitteriness - almost where it was 
hard for me to fall asleep. I didn't want to rest" 
(9/17, A) 
 
"I have not been willing to get any rest [and] 
because of that it has been impacting my over 
sleep." (9/21, B) 

Now "I don't want to move at all” (9/10, B) 
 

"I just do NOT want to get any rest." (9/21, B) 

* Note that some participants made slightly conflicting statements from one part of the interview to another, or more simply, their motivation state changed over time. 
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Table 4. Qualitative evidence for the WANT model 

# Tenet of the WANT model Qualitative evidence (for) Qualitative evidence 
(against) 

1 Humans have desires to move and 
rest. 

See Table 3 above.  

2 Desires for movement and rest are 
two separate systems 

"If I just don't want to go to practice [for sports] - I want to rest that day. That's completely different from craving 
and needing to rest." (8/31, A) 

 

3 These desires have both approach 
and avoidance motivation  

See Table 3 above.  

4 Desires vary in strength from very 
weak to nearly 
unavoidable/maximal, where they 
might be felt as an urge or craving. 

“… want/desire are a little lower compared to urge and crave. Those are more towards the need to do something. 
When you want to do it, you don't necessarily do it, but if you have the urge or if you really crave to do it, then you 
are going to do it …" (8/31, A) 
 
"In terms of wanting to move…desires are where it would be nice if I moved - it would be nice if I worked out, but 
it's never going to happen.” (9/27, A) 
 
"I think that craving or urges to rest are BOTH physical [sensations] and mental [thoughts]. However, when I want 
to rest - I feel that want is usually either physical or mental, but not both. For want, its like "oh, I'm kinda tired- I 
want to rest", but I still have the [physical] energy in me to keep doing something. I feel that crave [to rest] is when 
everything in me is just like, "I can't do this anymore; I just need to stop." (8/31, D) 

"I would say that the 
want, desire and urge 
- the whole set - feels 
the same to me." 
"They are not super 
different. I don't 
think." (8/31, B) 
 

5 Wants/desires are highly transitory 
– representing a state. 

"I'd say a 'want' to rest is maybe more of a short-term feeling for me. I just finished a game, you know, my body's 
tired. I just want to, I just want to chill out for a second, rehydrate, eat something. Whereas desire or urge to rest, I 
feel is more created by longer-term circumstance, whether it’s that we've been in preseason now, and you're 
training twice a day, every day, and you're just thinking, "All I want is to just relax and rest and catch up on sleep" 
or whatever it may be.” (9/17, A) 
 
"I think that want and desire as more like a superficial thing. It's not going to last. It's short term, but then urge or 
crave is almost like you physically need to." (9/17, C) 
 
"I only crave rest right after I wake up, because I feel that as soon as I get going in the day its fine. If I actually get 
myself up, the craving for rest goes away. So, I will wake up and its, "Oh my god - it's 7am. All I want is to go back 
to the bed. And then as soon as I go brush my teeth or something, I'm thinking, "What was I tired for?" and it’s 
fine. I woke up that way essentially, and the craving goes away, and I am fine for the rest of the day." (9/21, C) 

 

6 ACMS change based on previous 
behaviors (i.e., the provision or 
avoidance or certain physical 
stimuli, such as exercise). 

"Craving is more when I am doing something [highly] repetitive because I am bored of the same activity, so I want 
to do something else, if that's resting, being on my phone, or just laying down or watching TV. While want and 
desire is when I am doing something in the moment - let's say I am working out, and I think ‘Oh, I want to stop’”. 
(8/31, B) 
 
“…over spring break our coach tells us… you shouldn’t be training … you shouldn’t be pushing yourself to any 
degree that’s beyond something casual … by the time you get back from spring break you’re dying to get a hard 
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workout in that get that sweat going … you miss it, and … you’re reinvigorated [and] wanting to train and push 
yourself. It’s a craving.” (9/17, A) 
 
"I think I have the urge when something is going on in my life where I just need to get out, and I need to run if I 
have been sitting for a long time. I need to just run on vacations. We would always stop at a rest area for a road 
trip, and I would literally just get out because when I was little I'd just run to the playground. I needed to run 
because I craved moving because I was in the car for about 10 hours." (8/31, D) 
 
“… after a long time of movement you want to rest, but [after] a long time of resting, you don't want to get up and 
you know, run two miles." (9/8, A) 
 

7 Desires to move and rest interact 
asynchronously  

“I was a bit hungover, and I was stuck to my bed because I was a bit nauseous but, I [couldn’t] fall asleep. [I 
thought] “If you can’t rest, you should be doing something”, and, it was very, annoying because I wanted to begin, 
cleaning my room, “I’m awake, I should be moving”, but I needed my eyes to be closed and a pillow over my head, 
I couldn’t satisfy the urge to move and get stuff done, and that was very stressful.” (9/27, A) 

 

8 A total lack of desire is possible   "I don't want to do anything right now." (9/21, D)  

9 ACMS differ from psychosomatic 
sensations, such as energy and 
fatigue 

"I get like random bursts of like energy, and it makes me really motivated, and it like makes me want to get more 
done, and it makes me wanna go on runs, go on walks, get more homework done, or get the next week’s 
homework done.” (9/13, A) 
 
"The desire to rest is more motivated by my body and how my body is feeling and the desire to move is more like a 
mental thing." (9/17, A) 
 
"I am just too tired. I have wanted to be active, but I just don't always have that energy." (9/10, A) 

 

10 They differ from emotions but  
might vary systematically with 
certain emotions and situations 

"What makes me want to move is just the joy I get from playing sports. I enjoy exercising [and] definitely feel 
motivated…” (9/17, A) 
 
"When I get overwhelmed, I prefer to rest and just being alone resting." (9/10, C) 

 

    

 1044 
  1045 
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Table 5 - Qualitative evidence that affectively-charged motivation states (ACMS) have influence on movement and sedentary behaviors. 

 Qualitative evidence for Qualitative evidence against 

 
 
 
 
 
Movement / physical 
activity / exercise 

"If I really want to exercise I will make time for it." (9/10, B) 
 
"The want and desire are feeling motivated but not really 
motivated, and then [urges and cravings] are, "Oh, I'm going to do 
this. I'm going to get up. I'm going to do move. You want to get out, 
you want to do the exercise or whatever the movement is." (8/31, 
C) 
 
"I remember all of last summer, every morning, I craved to work 
out, and I craved to practice even though I couldn't go. In my own 
time in my backyard I would work out and mimic a practice by 
myself because I craved it." (8/31, B) 

“‘Want’ is more knowing I should, but it doesn't incite me to actually 
do it. Want is just, 'I should probably do this, because I know it's good 
for me', but I don't actually do it." (8/31, D) 
 
"I sometimes actually move when I have a 'want' to move, but it takes 
a lot more will power to do it." (8/31, D) 
 
"I have a lot of friends on social media who will post gym selfies, and 
when I see those I'm feeling like, "Ah, look at them. I should probably 
do that!” That's an outside factor that potentially pushes me to want 
to move or do what they are doing. It never really happens, but 
definitely I mentally get that, but not physically." (9/27, A) 

 
Rest / sedentary 
behaviors 

“… when I desire rest, it's much more appealing [than movement]. 
And I very much try my very best to make it happen. And if I desire 
to take a nap, I feel you will be able to tell it more. I'll be kinda 
drooping a bit. I'll be a bit more tired. Not as talkative, versus if I 
want to move, I don't know if you'd necessarily see that in a physical 
appearance." (9/27, A)  
 
“I feel that crave [to rest] is when everything in me is just like, "I 
can't do this anymore; I just need to stop." (8/31, D) 
 
“… it’s a natural thing [where] you crave sleep because you can't 
really just stay up all the time because you need to sleep. It's more 
primal, I guess. Because everyone has to sleep." (9/15, A) 
 

 
 
 
 
None observed 

 1046 
  1047 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 1048 
 1049 
Figure 1. Motivation states to move and rest rated “over the past week” (PW, pre only) and “right now” 1050 
(RN, pre and post) 1051 
 1052 
Figure 2. Final model of the 43 higher order themes (HOTs) categorized into six super higher order 1053 
themes (SHOTs) 1054 
 1055 
  1056 
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 1057 
 1058 
Figure 1 1059 
 1060 

 1061 

 1062 

 1063 
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 1066 

 1067 

 1068 

 1069 
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 1073 
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 1075 
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 1076 

 1077 
 1078 
Figure 2 1079 
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Supplement 1. Focus group interview questions 1080 

 1081 

Q1 - How much have you wanted to move over the past week?  1082 
Q2 - How much have you wanted to rest over the past week?  1083 
Q3 - Do you want to move right now?  1084 
Q4 - Do you want to rest right now?  1085 
Q5 - What makes you want to move?  1086 
Q6 - What makes you want to rest?  1087 

Q7 - How do you experience motivational states related to movement?  1088 
Q8 - How do you experience motivational states related to rest?  1089 
Q9 - Describe a recent time you had a desire, want, urge to move or rest.  1090 
Q10 - How do external factors impact urges to move or rest?  1091 

Q11 - Describe a time when you had a strong urge to move or rest, but were unable to satisfy that 1092 
urge.  1093 

Q12 - Do you feel an enhanced urge to move or rest, compared to the start of this interview? 1094 
 1095 

  1096 
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Supplement 2. Super Higher Order Theme 1: Want – and do not want 

# 
 

Higher order 

theme (H.O.T.) 

Explanation L.O.T.s 
attributed to 

this H.O.T. 
(count) * 

Exemplar  
L. O. T.s ** 

Exemplar Quotes *** 

1 Sensations / 
stimulation 

People 
subjectively feel 
wants to move 

and rest 

62 Feeling restless; 

Feeling jittery; 

Feeling antsy; “cooped up” 
Feeling stiff from sitting a long time; 
Nervous tension 

"I've been pretty restless lately, so I've been running around in my dorm, 
organizing things." (9/8, A) 
 
"Last night … I was just awake and had this jittery-ness - almost where it was hard 
for me to fall asleep. I didn't want to rest." (9/17, A) 
 
“…after not doing anything all morning, and now I’m actually feeling a little bit 
antsy…” (9/17, A) 
 
"When we are sitting doing homework for a really long time, I wanna be more 
physically active or just move around so that my legs or [all of my body] isn't 
stiffened up." (8/32, D) 

2 Theoretical 
support 

Support for the 
concept of ACMS 

and the WANT 
model 

37 Theory (for WANT model); 

People actually have desires to move; 

Cravings for rest exist;  
Wants to take a nap; 
Rest more than move; 
People have aversions for movement; 
Don't want to rest; 
Wants to move vary in intensity; 
Don't want to do anything at all, 
including move or rest; 
Wants to move influence behavior; 
Lack of desire to rest --> affects sleep; 
Feel an enhanced urge to move or rest 

See Tables 3 and 4 above. 

3 Tension 
strength 

ACMS range from 
very weak to very 

strong in 
magnitude 

17 Weak vs strong tension; 
Desire- not strong enough to make 
movement happen 

See Table 4 above. 

4 Aversions / 
dread 

People have active 
motivation to 

avoid movement 
and rest 

11 Aversion to move; 
Wanted to not move; 
Can’t rest 

See Table 3 above. 

5 Intrinsic 
motivation 

Similar to concept 
of intrinsic 
motivation in Self-

7 Wants/desires to move associated with 
anticipations of pleasure, fun and 
enjoyment;  

"Sometimes, running in the rain is fun." (9/15, A) 
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Determination 
Theory.  

 

Desire to scavenge, be curious, explore, 
move about; 
want - movement for its own sake, not 
to accomplish something else 

"What makes me want to move is just the joy I get from playing sports. I enjoy 
exercising, weight training, conditioning, running, stuff like that. I would definitely 
feel more motivated by playing sports." (9/17, A) 
 
"Soccer playing and training is the most enjoyable part of my day." (9/17, A) 
 
"I urge myself to move because I know that I need to … get myself to walk around 
and get some fresh air or just experience all of the things around me." (9/13, A) 

6 Thresholds 
differentiating 
ACMS 

Desires and wants 
are weaker than 

urges and cravings 

5 Urge - have to cross a threshold of 
exhaustion; 
Urge / crave has greater intensity and 
similar to a "need to"; 
Very similar constructs 

See Table 4 above. 

   TOTAL = 139   

* These are the number of LOTs originally attributed to this HOT theme by analysts. During stages of re-review, some LOTs were reassigned to different HOTs for coherence, which may slightly 
change the quantity of LOTs in the following column. 
 
** Many LOTs can (and may be) cross loaded onto other HOTs. 
 
*** Many quotes can be cross loaded onto other HOTs, but efforts were made to place unique quotes only into 1 (or two) HOTs. 

 1097 
  1098 
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Supplement 3. Super Higher Order Theme 2: Change and stability 

# Higher order theme 

(H.O.T.) 

Explanation L.O.T.s attributed 
to this H.O.T. 

(count) * 

Exemplar  
L. O. T.s ** 

Exemplar Quotes *** 

1 Cycles / variation Psychological and 
biological rhythms 
and regulated 
change 

35 Seasonal variation / holidays / transition to 
college; 
Weekly variation (e.g., it’s a Monday); 
Work schedule; 
Stability or consistency of schedules (e.g., 
sleep); 
Just woke up; 
Time of day (e.g., AM / PM, sunrise / sunset) 

"Later in the day is just when I really want to rest." (9/17, B) 
 
" … I had this really big burst of energy over the weekend, and 
now I am falling back down again - so I am trying to get back up 
so I can be healthy and work out." (9/21, A) 
 
"I remember all of last summer, every morning, I craved to 
workout, and I craved to practice even though I couldn't go. In 
my own time in my backyard I would work out and mimic a 
practice by myself because I craved it." (8/31, B) 
 
"In the mornings I really wannabe active" (8/31, D). 

2 Homeostasis Processes of 
returning to a set 
point 

25 Can sleep better if has moved; 
Got a sufficient (or an excess) of sleep last 
night; 
Need to recover (so can be more active); 
Overexertion -> need rest; 
Under exertion -> need to move more; 
Crave - return to homeostasis; 
Desire - move to return to homeostasis 

"If I worked out previously, I probably just want to rest, and if I 
have a big exam, I want to do that and later devote my energy 
to working out." (9/10, B) 
 
"The workload is not too heavy -- so I am feeling like I wish we 
were doing a bit more." (9/17, A) 

3 Inertia / momentum Movement begets 
more movement 
and sedentarism 
begets more 
sedentarism 

15 Have just been moving; 
Resting and being lazy; 
Wanting to move, but lacking energy 
Feeling "Stuck"; stuck in a rut, trapped, 
frozen; 
Inertia and momentum; 
Sometimes can’t move; 
Inertia; 
Wanted to keep moving after school activity; 
Want to move on a busy day;  
Momentum; 
Move - brain won't "shut-off"; 
Want to continue moving; 
Want to continue moving 

"I would say yes [I want to move right now] and that is partially 
because I walked here, and I have already started to move." 
(9/10, A) 
 
 
“I have ADHD … I will find myself stuck in a rut, and I’m just, 
watching TV, reading a book, something like that, which is fine 
and all, but I’ll be doing it for hours...[but] I want to work out, 
or I want to take my dog on a walk. There’s nothing in the 
world that is making me not move, it’s just my brain just gets 
like stuck - almost frozen. Usually, it’s not something like 
outside that’s, stopping me from doing it. It’s myself. Like when 
an object, in motion...tends to stay in motion. If I stop, I just 
know I’m not gonna be doing anything for the rest of the day, 
unfortunately. It kinda feels like sleep paralysis sometimes 
where you know it’s happening, you want to make it stop, or 
you want to move, but you just cannot. It’s a little depressing 
[laughs], you know? [I’m thinking], “I wish I could”. (9/10, A) 
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“Getting up and moving is harder [when not already moving], 
but when I have a busy day, I want AND desire to move.” (9/10, 
A)  

4 Balance of 
movement and rest 

Periods of rest are 
necessarily 
followed by 
periods of 
movement and 
vice versa. 

11 Desire to move - when not moving; 
Laziness; 
Being sedentary; 
Crave movement with absence of 
movement; 
Want rest after movement; 
Mental break needed; 
Move/rest balance; 
Movement can be a source of rest 

“There are days when I wanna move more, because I’ve been 
resting, and there are other days when I wanna rest more 
because I’ve been moving." (8/31, A) 
 
"When you've been sitting in class for a while, you just wanna 
move around." (8/31, A) 
 
"For me, resting is sometimes going out on a walk and just 
enjoying the outside. I don't need to rest by sitting down 
because for me being active also gives me some rest because it 
lets my mind go free." (8/31, B) 
 
"I feel sometimes for me mental rest comes with physically 
being active. I can just exert myself without having to think 
about school." (8/31, D) 
 
"Craving is more when I am doing something [highly] repetitive 
because I am bored of the same activity, so I want to do 
something else, if that's resting, being on my phone, or just 
laying down or watching TV. While want and desire is when I 
am doing something in the moment - let's say I am working 
out, and I think ‘Oh, I want to stop’”. (8/31, B) 
 
"I need the rest to be able to be more active." (8/31, B) 

5 Habit / routine Regularity of 
health behaviors 

11 Habit / routine 
Sleep schedule / routine / consistently of 
schedule 
Weekly schedule 
Self-care 

"I usually like to go to the gym and run a lot." (9/15, A) 
 
"I have wanted to rest a lot, and that is because I just don't 
have a good sleep schedule." (9/10, A) 

6 Traits Enduring 
characteristics of a 
person 

2 Desire to rest as a trait, not a state 
Desire to move as a trait, not a state 

“I'm also a morning person so I wake up at 6am.” (9/21, A) 
 
“I [wanna] be that person who enjoys running in negative-ten-
degree weather” you know?” (8/31, D) 
 
"I'm the kind of person who likes to sleep." (9/13, A) 

7 Aging / life course Effects of again on 
motivation states 

1 Age / being a teenager or young adult Interviewer: “… what …. made you want to rest [last week]? 
Participant A: “… just [being] like a normal… person… not 
person but [a] normal teenager.” (9/13, A) 
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   TOTAL = 100   

* These are the number of LOTs originally attributed to this HOT theme by analysts. During stages of re-review, some LOTs were reassigned to different HOTs for coherence, which may slightly 
change the quantity of LOTs in the following column. 
 
** Many LOTs can (and may be) cross loaded onto other HOTs. 
 
*** Many quotes can be cross loaded onto other HOTs, but efforts were made to place unique quotes only into 1 (or two) HOTs. 

 1099 
  1100 
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Supplement 4. Super Higher Order Theme 3: Autonomy and automaticity 

# Higher order 

theme (H.O.T.) 

Explanation L.O.T.s 
attributed 

to this 
H.O.T. 

(count) * 

Exemplar  
L. O. T.s ** 

Exemplar Quotes *** 

1 Automatic 
processes 

Effects of 
automaticity, 
randomness 
and 
spontaneity 

15 Random bursts of energy; 
Randomness depends on the day; 
Spontaneity; 
Randomness: Some days need to move, 
some need to rest; 
Start taking action when feel an urge; 
Urge & crave: These are when there is a 
certain course of action determined; 
Want happen automatically at certain times 

"I get like random bursts of like energy, and it makes me really motivated, and it like 
makes me want to get more done, and it makes me wanna go on runs, go on walks, 
get more homework done, or get the next week’s homework done.” (9/13, A) 
 
“… You've been doing something, like studying, for a while, and you just get a 
random burst of energy, and then you run around your dorm.” (9/8, A) 
“… Sometimes I get the urge to [move]. It just depends on the day.” (9/17, C) 
"We all have instances when we want to get up and do things, but we all have 
instances where we just want to sit around and watch TV for a day or something." 
(9/8, A) 

2 Cognitive 
processes 

Thoughts and 
higher order 
thinking. 

14 Highly focused on desire / cognitive 
hijacking; 
Cognition - think about it more when you 
can't do it; 
Desire - triggered by memories of former 
athletic self; 
Urge - thinking about it more 
and obsessive thoughts; 
Want / desire - have less priority;  
Urge/craving - have higher priority; 
Lacking confidence; 
Awareness; 
Choices 

"When I have an urge to move, in my head I start hyper-focusing on it. I'm thinking, 
"Okay, what can I do after this moment". If I am stuck in class I'm thinking, "Okay, 
could I go work out? Could I go walk? Could I do this?” I'm thinking, "Okay, I am 
ready to go - now!" (9/21, A) 
 
"A want for rest would be similar to you're in class and you want to sleep, but you 
have other things [to do]. It's the same thing. You just put it at the bottom of your 
priority list.” (9/15, A) 
 
Related quotes found above and below. 

3 Behavioral 
regulation 

Processes of 
managing 
behavior to 
achieve 
certain 
outcomes 

11 Can't rest - need to be productive / do work 
/ play sport; 
Conscious decision making to weigh the 
motivation states; 
Should / Need to recover and prioritize rest; 
Change behavior patterns; 

"If I meet everything, and I'm gonna do this, things will be fine, but then also 
because I am literally exhausted." (8/31, D) 
 
“After making that decision of wanting to rest, [I thought], “Oh, if you rest, or if you 
move, nothing really stops”, and so, those conscious, decisions of, “How am I 
feeling now? And what will come in the future? And what should I do? What would 
be more beneficial for me, to prepare myself for the future?” (9/10, B) 
 
"Right now I am thinking about what homework I am doing when I am done with 
this interview - instead of thinking about getting ready for or going to bed tonight." 
(9/21, C) 
 
“I just got into running, and I was thinking, “okay, tomorrow morning, two-mile run 
okay?” [And then] I didn’t do it. I stayed in bed, I was thinking, “oh, I think I’m 
gonna sleep an extra hour”. So that was my failed attempt to move. But yeah - I had 
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a plan. I was thinking, “okay, 7am, wak[ing] up” [laughs], and “no I, I’ll sleep until 
8:00, I have time” [laughs]… and, I don’t know, I think I was just really, tired and 
overwhelmed.” (9/21, B) 

4 Anticipation/ 
energy mgt. 

Looking into 
the future for 
upcoming 
energetic 
demands and 
recovery 

10 “Psyching” the self up / “pumping up”; 
Anticipating the next thing to do; 
Reserving energy for the next task; 
Knowing that planned physical activity is 
getting closer; 
Knowing you have a full day ahead;  
Looking forward to exercise; 
Managing energy / rationing or conserving 

“I definitely don’t feel as much of an urge to rest, definitely more energized now 
that we’re talking. I enjoy this [laughs], so, [it] makes me feel good and also it’s 
2:16pm. I have another tour to give so subconsciously I’m pumping myself up…just 
to get ready for the next thing that I have to do.” (9/27, A) 
“I will tell myself, ‘You know you have this long until this assignment or whatever is 
due, and you need to get up and get that done or you know you'll get a percentage 
taken off, or the points taken off, and you don't want that’ so it’s kind of like, trying 
to give myself a pep talk to get myself up to move. And sometimes it works, but if it 
doesn’t, I will rest just a little bit longer, and then I'm like "ok, you gotta get up and 
go." (9/13, A) 
 
"I try to save my moving for that period where I have to be really active and 
engaged." (9/21, A) 
 
"I've been anticipating practice [for sports]." (9/10, A) 
 
"I think what makes me want to rest if what's next to come, just in preparation - 
anticipation. Mentally preparing or mentally resting for whatever's next to come in 
my schedule." (9/10, B) 

5 Cues / triggers 
/ feedback 

Effect of 
stimuli on 
motivation 
states 

8 Fitness tracker feedback; 
Desires / wants - triggered by a cue or event; 
Negative emotions -> want to move more 
(to get rid of stress); 
Positive emotions -> want to move more (on 
a win streak); 
Music (lyrics) 

"[I will read] 'here are the top 10 exercises you should be doing to work on getting 
rid of your stomach fat' or 'trimming down your thighs', and I will read those articles 
and [will think] 'oh, you know, what are those exercises?' and then I will instantly 
[think] 'Oh, I should try these, I should be doing this'. (9/27, A) 
 
"When things are going well you want to keep playing and keep on the field" (9/17, 
A) 
 
"When I'm getting ready to go out [to socialize], and I finish, [I see myself in the 
mirror, and] I think, "Oh yeah, I look, I look okay!", and then it makes me wanna go 
out and do stuff." (9/8, A) 

6 Willpower / 
self-control 

Resistance 
provided by 
the self in the 
face of desire 

4 Depending on willpower / forcing self to do 
something; 
Getting psyched up; 
Wandering / unfocused mind 

"I think when I have wants for rest, I usually, even if I have other priorities like 
homework, I'll give in to it, almost too easily. I will find myself scrolling on my phone 
when I'm supposed to be doing homework. It's kinda hard not to give in." (9/21, D) 
 
"I am trying to get [my desire] back up so I can actually work out" (9/21, A) 
 
"Sometimes I desire to rest because I don't let myself get enough sleep.” (9/13, A) 

7 Consummation 
/ Behavioral 
enactment  

Actual 
engagement 
in the focus 

2 Took a nap; 
Worked out this morning 

See Table 5 above. 
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on one’s 
desire 

   TOTAL = 64   

* * These are the number of LOTs originally attributed to this HOT theme by analysts. During stages of re-review, some LOTs were reassigned to different HOTs for coherence, which may slightly 
change the quantity of LOTs in the following column. 
 
** Many LOTs can (and may be) cross loaded onto other HOTs. 
 
*** Many quotes can be cross loaded onto other HOTs, but efforts were made to place unique quotes only into 1 (or two) HOTs. 

 1101 
  1102 
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Supplement 5. Super Higher Order Theme 4: Objectives and impulses 

# Higher order 

theme 
(H.O.T.) 

Explanation L.O.T.s 
attributed to 

this H.O.T. 
(count) * 

Exemplar  
L. O. T.s ** 

Exemplar Quotes *** 

1 Goals Desired 
endpoint, 
condition or 
achievement 

29 “Have to” or “should” - based on a goal; 
Goals - more like "force myself"; 
Move to achieve a goal; 
Goal to be healthy results in motivation for exercise; 
Goals to develop confidence, energy, get into a routine, be 
healthy, be productive, lose weight, improve appearance, etc.; 
Movement goal; 
Achieved goal; 
Was productive; 
Inspired to move; 
Aspirations to move; 
Had bad experience and wanted to improve; 
Start planning about possibility for the future; 
Self-improvement 

“I see the exercise[s] as something I can achieve - and my goal at 
some point down the line. That is usually the main moment 
where I think, "I very much want to move." (9/27, A)  
"[What makes me want to move is] more like step count, you 
know? It’s like, 'I haven’t reached my goal yet'… because you can’t 
see it go down the next day, you know?" (8/31, D) 
"I don’t want to heavily exert myself because I have already done 
that today, and I have checked that off my list." (8/31, D) 
“For me it would definitely also be, about, keeping, myself 
healthy…” (9/17, B) 
“… I would say that that moment, yeah, that moment I just felt 
inspired to, to move, all aspects and change my, life around.” 
(9/10, B) 
 

2 Drive Internal force 
to move or 
sleep, similar 
to hunger, 
thirst, etc. 

18 Activity quota: Must get some activity in every day (internal 
need for it); 
Drive to sleep;  
Drive to recharge and recover;  
Having hyperactivity / having a burst of energy; 
Understimulation; 
Need to move; 
Urgent movement into action 

"Each day I need to be active, but then I rest because of the 
activity." (8/31, D) 
"I need to sleep - now." (8/31, D) 
“… it’s a natural thing [where] you crave sleep because you can't 
really just stay up all the time because you need to sleep. It's 
more primal, I guess. Because everyone has to sleep. You don't 
have to move. Well, I guess it depends. There are people who 
don't really move. But there are some people that do. But 
everyone sleeps, no matter how active you are." (9/15, A) 
"I feel like I'm not doing anything - so I wanna get up and move." 
(8/31, B) 
 
"I think that want and desire as more like a superficial thing. It's 
not going to last. It's short term, but then urge or crave is almost 
like you physically need to." (9/17, C) 
 

3 Have to/ 
need to/ 
should / must 

Extrinsic 
forms of 
motivation, 
such as 
external and 
introjected 
regulation 

12 Commitments - have to run 
Shoulds; 
Shoulds / “have to’s” can undermine wants / desires; 
Motivation states similar to a "need to"; 
Motivation states similar to a “should”; 
Motivation states feeling like guilt for not moving; 
 

"I feel like I shouldn't move because it would distract me from my 
emotions, basically. If I am really sad I use running as an excuse to 
continue to be in that sadness, instead of facing what's actually 
making me sad." (8/31, D) 
 
“… [I am thinking], “okay, I’ve earned, the right to go to sleep, I’ve 
earned the right to rest”, and now my body will actually let myself 
rest without me [thinking] “I still have stuff to do, I can’t relax” 
[laughs] “I can’t rest”. (9/27, A) 
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"I guess a want to move is when you know you haven't exercised 
in a while and you know you probably should and you really want 
to, but it's not enough to actually do it. You put it on your priority 
list, but it’s at the bottom." (9/15, A) 
 
"I urge myself to move because I know that I need to - because I 
am either sitting down all day in classes, and I know I need to get 
myself to walk around and get some fresh air or just experience 
all of the things around me." (9/13, A) 
 
"If I want to move, that is usually me laying on the couch feeling 
bad about myself [for not moving], but I also don't really have any 
desire to move. The want is 'eh, I should probably do this, 
because I know its good for me', but I don't actually do it" (8/31, 
D) 

4 Instrumental 
demands 

Movement 
and rest as 
having utility 
and 
something 
you must do 
in life, mostly 
mindlessly 

12 Movement as instrumental - have to move to get to places; 
Movement as instrumental only; 
Can't move: Have to be sedentary due to task at hand; 
Have to move: build environment forces you to move; 
Have to move: athlete 
Have to move: Performances/ rehearsals / work activity 
Movement you are paid to do / Labor - not internally 
motivated to do; 
Utility of movement 

"You walk in order to get someplace. You don't walk to enjoy it, 
unless you're doing it to enjoy it." (9/27, A) 
 
"There's movement I do out of utility." (9/17, A) 
 
"I am taking notes so I can't move during that." (9/21, C) 
 
“I'm not motivated to do [the walking], but I still do it because 
you have to do it for the [job]." (9/27, A) 
 
“I’m on cross country, so I have practice every morning, so I 
absolutely like have to [move and be active].” (8/31, D) 

5 Conflict Desires 
impinging on 
each other 

10 Want to move but will rest when tired; 
Conflict / competition of different desires occurring at the 
same time; 
Conflicts between desires to rest and move; 
Torn between two decisions; 
Want to move and urge to rest at the same time - busy day; 
Motivation states strong enough to override other desires; 
Considering future commitments; 
 

"Some days, coming home from work I want to rest. There are 
some days I want to move as well because I work mornings 
sometimes on Sundays, and I come back and I'm like, "Oh, well I 
have stuff to do. I need to move and get that done", but I can't 
because I'm tired in some ways, but I know I need to get them 
done, so I can't. It's a constant battle between the two of them, 
and I don't know how to combat either one of them. I will do a 
little bit of both move and rest. I will sit and give myself a time 
limit to rest, and then I will force myself to get up. I will tell 
myself, "You know you have this long until this assignment or 
whatever is due, and you need to get up and get that done or you 
know you'll get a percentage taken off, or the points taken off, 
and you don't want that" so it’s kind of like, trying to give myself a 
pep talk to get myself up to move. And sometimes it works, but if 
it doesn’t, I will rest just a little bit longer, and then I'm like "ok, 
you gotta get up and go." (9/13, A) 
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6 Secondary 
desires 

Desire to 
move or rest 
only as 
secondary to 
some other 
desire that is 
important. 

5 Want to be [more] productive; 
Need to get to event / class / appointment on time; 
Move for sport; 
Not being productive and doing nothing 
 

“… if I’m [feeling] the urgency to [move], it’s like “ah!”. You know 
that, “prom is about two months away, I need to get started and 
get in shape now - gotta fit into that dress.” (9/27, A) 
 
“… I wanted to begin, cleaning my room, reading my book for a 
class, [I was thinking] “I’m awake, I should be moving”, but, 
because I was, hung over and confined to my bed, where I 
needed my eyes to be closed and a pillow over my head, I 
couldn’t satisfy the urge to move and get stuff done.” (9/27, A) 

7 Temptation A desire that 
conflicts with 
something 
“you should 
do” or a 
value that 
you have 

1 Sometimes, but not always, giving into cravings Participant C: "I only crave rest right after I wake up, because I 
feel that as soon as I get going in the day its fine. If I actually get 
myself up, the craving for rest goes away. So, I will wake up and 
its, "Oh my god it's 7am. All I want is to go back to the bed. And 
then as soon as I go brush my teeth or something, I'm thinking, 
"What was I tired for?" and its fine. I woke up that way 
essentially, and the craving goes away, and I am fine for the rest 
of the day." 
Interviewer: “Have you, do you ever satisfy that craving, when 
your alarm goes off at 7:00 [and “I’m so tired”]…” 
Participant C: Absolutely [laughs]. 
Interviewer: “…and then you go just go, like “I’m not doing this” 
and you go back to bed?” 
Participant C: “Sometimes, yeah…” 
Interviewer: “Okay.” 
Participant C: “…but if I like actually get myself up it goes away.” 
(9/21, C) 

   TOTAL = 87   

* These are the number of LOTs originally attributed to this HOT theme by analysts. During stages of re-review, some LOTs were reassigned to different HOTs for coherence, which may slightly 
change the quantity of LOTs in the following column. 
 
** Many LOTs can (and may be) cross loaded onto other HOTs. 
 
*** Many quotes can be cross loaded onto other HOTs, but efforts were made to place unique quotes only into 1 (or two) HOTs. 

 1103 
  1104 
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Supplement 6. Super Higher Order Theme 5: Propelling and restraining forces 

# Higher order 

theme (H.O.T.) 

Explanation L.O.T.s 
attributed 

to this 
H.O.T. 

(count)  * 

Exemplar  
L. O. T.s ** 

Exemplar Quotes *** 

1 Facilitators of 
movement  

Internal and 
within the 
person’s control 
 
AND 
 
External and 
within the 
person’s control 

40 Caffeine; 
Day off - want to go to gym; 
Environment / being outside; 
Music - beat and/or lyrics; 
Music - puts you into a good mood; 
Social media / gym selfies / motivational videos; 
Video game - excitement / adrenaline rush; 
Wearable fitness technology  

“For me music is what impacts my urge to move or rest, because 
if it’s slow, sad music I just wanna chill, and go for a drive or 
something, but if it’s up-beat I will dance or [laughs]…or I will go 
work out…” (9/21,D) 
"I have a lot of friends on social media who will post gym selfies, 
and when I see those I'm feeling like, "Ah, look at them. I should 
probably do that!” That's an outside factor that potentially 
pushes me to want to move or do what they are doing. It never 
really happens, but definitely I mentally get that, but not 
physically." (9/27, A) 
“I used to play basketball and soccer in high school so when we 
had a dope mixtape before a game, I always felt, “Let’s get 
hyped. Let’s go into this.” Whereas, sometimes my coach would 
play country music, and no one wanted to do the [sport drills], 
because it was country music, [and] how are we supposed to 
hype up? If you don’t like the music, how are you gonna do 
anything? I had a teacher who used to play country music, and 
we’d say, “You gotta change the music, we’re not doing 
anything.” (8/31, B) 

2 Deprivation / 
satiation 

Scarcity of 
movement or 
sedentary 
behaviors 
compared to 
excess and 
“fullness”  

32 Been sitting a long time;  
Too much sitting; 
Wanted to move around after a long, 7-hour road trip; 
Was sitting two hours; 
Move after sitting in class; 
 “Cooped up” during winter; 
No exercise / training for an entire week (e.g. Spring break); 
No exercise the previous day; 
Lack of sleep and need to recover; 
Physiological deprivation of sleep (don't get the 8 hours 
needed); 
Sleep deprivation; 
Already rested; 
Fully rested; 
Just exercised; 
Already moved a lot 

"...there are other days where it’s a craving to the point where, 
you’re dying to get a hard workout in - you really miss it and 
wanting to train and push yourself.” (9/17, A) 
 
"[On] those days that I go to bed at midnight and then wake up 
at 6am I just want to go right to sleep right after class." (9/10, A) 
"I think I have the urge when something is going on in my life 
where I just need to get out, and I need to run if I have been 
sitting for a long time. I need to just run on vacations. We would 
always stop at a rest area for a road trip, and I would literally 
just get out because when I was little I'd just run to the 
playground. I needed to run because I craved moving because I 
was in the car for about 10 hours." (8/31, D) 
“… after a long time of movement you want to rest, but [after] a 
long time of resting, you don't want to get up and you know, run 
two miles." (9/8, A) 
 
"Over the past week I have wanted to rest more than usual. We 
had a pipe burst in the dormitory so I was up for about 5 hours 
from 11pm to 4am. I was dying because I was on my feet for 
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that extreme period of time. I wanted to recover but haven't 
been able to so that experience really made me want to just lay 
down and not do anything." (9/21, A) 

3 Barriers for 
movement 

Conditions and 
situations internal 
to the person, 
NOT in their 
control 

31 Illness; 
Pain causing dread of movement; 
Surgery; 
Injury – can’t move; 
Poor diet; 
Feel stuck / trapped 

"Craving rest - I would probably say for me the only time I really 
feel like that is when I'm sick or something like that. When I had 
COVID-19 at the beginning of last year I just felt run down. I was 
thinking, “All I want to do is just rest". I had ample time to do so. 
I was stuck in my place by myself [quarantining], but that was a 
craving where it felt like an itch that needed to be scratched. It 
couldn't be pushed off." (9/17, A) 
"I have problems with my knees, so I'm kinda scared of starting." 
(9/8, A) 
 
“Last summer, I [had] cataract surgery and the recovery period 
was longer than I expected, and since my procedure was [more 
complicated] I had to sit in bed and get help to walk to the 
bathroom for a week. And I couldn’t drive my car for three 
weeks, and I couldn’t lift anything over twenty pounds for two 
months, and I just wanted to move so badly, but especially that 
first week, because I literally couldn’t even go up and go walk 
around the house or anything…” (9/17, B) 

4 Social influences Effects of people, 
lack of people, 
and social 
situations  

30 Social influences; 
Social reasons; 
Social pressure; 
Watching others move or be sedentary; 
Friends / Peers / Significant others; 
Coaches and peers pushing you; 
Too much interaction with others – want to rest; 
Social media; 
Effects of isolation; 
Being alone; 
Seclude self from people; 
Too much socializing; 
Long day at work and want to be alone; 
Vicarious experience  

“I have very high social needs, and so I feel that if the people I’m 
around are all going to be active, then I feel a need to do that 
too because … that’s not how [I] fit in, but that’s how I can be 
with them, and get my social needs and interaction for the day.” 
(8/31, D) 
"There's definitely moments of time where I am in my dorm 
room thinking, "oh man". I'm just studying, doing my work, but I 
feel that I can be with my friends. We're having a great time, but 
then my social battery runs out and I'm thinking, "oh, I should 
probably get some rest" for the next day.” (8/31, B) 
“We’ll finish a game, [maybe] the next day we have off, I’m like 
“oh, I wanna go to the gym”. He’s like, “I’m wiped out from 
yesterday, I don’t wanna go to the gym”, and sometimes, him 
not wanting to come with me, that makes me like “eh, well do I 
really need to go?”, it makes me, often times I still will go 
anyways but it definitely gives me more of a hesitation than if 
he’s like, “yeah let’s do it” then, it’s “boom, let’s go right away”. 
(9/17, A) 
"When I get overwhelmed, I prefer to rest and just being alone 
resting." (9/10, C) 

5 Conditions Conditions and 
situations external 
to the person, 

29 Weather;  
Good weather is refreshing and promotes good mood; 
Bad weather - afraid you might slip or not be safe; 

"The weather is something that definitely urges me to move. 
Morning sunrises or evening sunsets - those are definitely 
something that urges me to move, go on runs or walks because, 
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NOT in their 
control 

Bad weather puts you in a bad mood; 
Hot weather - instigates wants to stay inside with comfort 
(A.C.); 
When forced to be outside in bad weather, go faster to get 
inside sooner; 
Conditions must be right; 
COVID-19 quarantine; 
Too crowded 
 
 
 

obviously for the scenery, but the breeze as well. It’s a pretty 
scene to see." (9/13, A). 
"I feel that want and desire is when I want [to move] but can't 
because I have responsibilities at home. That's mostly when I 
watch my nephew after school or on weekends. (8/31, B) 
"If I do the exercise it depends on where I am at. If I am in my 
room and there is no one around and I have time, absolutely, I 
will bring out my yoga mat, and I will [exercise], but if I am in the 
dining hall, I can't instantly act on my desire to move.” (9/27, A) 
 
“ … back to cheerleading, we weren’t allowed to stop, because 
of COVID-19, [so] we weren’t able to, do that, and that’s 
something that I did a lot during high school was [stunting], so I 
always had an urge to want to, [stunt] and put people up in the 
air but I wasn’t able to…” (8/31, C) 

6 Liking / 
reinforcement 

Rewards and 
pleasure from 
movement and 
sedentarism 

17 Enjoy exercising; 
Hedonic pleasure/ liking; 
Desires are related to enjoyment; 
Like to move (feel refreshed); 
Like the post workout "after glow"; 
Movement has psychological rewards; 
Moving felt really good so want to keep moving; 
Wanting the adrenaline high from movement; 
Joy of movement; 
Reward after accomplishment 

"What makes me want to move is just the joy I get from playing 
sports. I enjoy exercising [and] definitely feel motivated…” 
(9/17, A) 
"Soccer playing and training is the most enjoyable part of my 
day." (9/17, A) 
"Moving and walking outside is mentally refreshing." (8/31, D) 
“I really enjoy starting my day off because then I feel like really 
refreshed, so I guess, in the mornings I really wanna be active.” 
(8/31, D) 

7 Immersion Flow states of high 
focus 

5 Highly focused on the desire during craving; 
Engaged with interview (i.e., flow state); 
Engaged; 
Have a strong interest in a sedentary activity (like interesting 
schoolwork) 

"I am pretty engaged with this interview right now, so I don't 
feel the need to move." (8/31, A) 
"If I am studying I don't feel the need to move because I am 
doing something that interests me." (8/31, B) 
"If I am distracted, such as studying, and I am completely 
immersed in it, then I won't feel the need to move around. I will 
rest for a little bit and do what I need to do." (9/10, A) 

8 Distraction Lack of focus 1 Paying attention to other things "… if I’m aware or bored, then I just wanna start moving around. 
So if I’m in a lecture, and I’m completely bored, I wanna start 
getting up and moving. I’m distracted." (8/31, A) 

   TOTAL = 
185 

  

* These are the number of LOTs originally attributed to this HOT theme by analysts. During stages of re-review, some LOTs were reassigned to different HOTs for coherence, which may slightly 
change the quantity of LOTs in the following column. 
 
** Many LOTs can (and may be) cross loaded onto other HOTs. 
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*** Many quotes can be cross loaded onto other HOTs, but efforts were made to place unique quotes only into 1 (or two) HOTs. 

 1105 
  1106 
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Supplement 7. Super Higher Order Theme 6: Stress and boredom 

# Higher order 

theme (H.O.T.) 

Explanation L.O.T.s 
attributed 

to this 
H.O.T. 

(count) * 

Exemplar  
L. O. T.s ** 

Exemplar Quotes *** 

1 Demands  External factors 
impinging on 
the self 

52 Overworked 
Being overloaded; 
Heavy demands - very busy; 
Heavy load, overworked; 
Busy schedule; 
Studying; 
Too busy to move / exercise; 
Too much traveling; 
Increased life demands; 
Demands from training / sport; 
External regulation - sports training; 
Increased training load / workload; 
Situational demands: "have to" study, "have to" go to bed; 
Want to rest, but can't : have to keep working in the lab; go to practice; 
Period of focusing really hard: academic class or homework (mental 
challenges); 
Move - job responsibilities; 
Lack of breaks / recovery; 
Want to keep exercising, but not physically able; 
Decreased demands; 
Coming home from work and now want to rest; 
Just want to lay in my bed - had a long week 

"I have had a jam-packed day full of stuff, and I am 
going to be going until 11pm - so it’s a bit more like 
jolty, anxiety movement. I want to kick my foot 
around a little, or shake a bit, just to get rid of that 
nervous energy, in terms of moving, in terms of 
exercise or working out." (9/27, A) 
 
"When I used to cheer there was a week we have 
practice every single day, and then we ended with 
two competitions, and they didn't end well. They 
were really bad, so at the end of the week you're just 
craving to rest and sleep, and mentally drained too, 
versus, "Oh, I had practice this week, and I'm tired at 
the end of the weekend - I want to rest." (8/31, C) 
 
"One of my classes got cancelled and moved online, 
and then I didn't really have much to do - so today 
was more of a lazy day for me. I took a nap." (9/21. A) 
 
“I really wanted to go get a good workout, and I was 
all prepared. I was, “okay, I’m gonna go work out for 
an hour, get a good run in, lift some weights” and just 
feel really good about myself, and then I realized how 
much work I had to do for school, and I just can’t 
leave. There’s not enough time in the day to do both, 
so I had to make the decision to stay in my dorm and 
work on stuff - stuck at my desk ...” (9/21, A) 
 
"I just wanted to rest, but of course I was unable to." 
(9/15, A) 

2 Physical 
sensations 

Psychosomatic 
sensations, like 
energy and 
fatigue 

37 Physical sensations;  
Urges feel physical in nature; 
Urge is physical / of the body; 
Differences between physical and mental sensations; 
Tired; 
Just woke up; 
Exhausted / exhaustion; 
Feelings of energy; 
Bursts of energy; 

“… The urge to rest is more of a physical thing [like 

feeling] really tired from walking all day. My body 
feels forced to rest.” (9/17, B) 
 
"The desire to rest is more motivated by my body and 
how my body is feeling and the desire to move is 
more like a mental thing." (9/17, A) 
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Want to expel excess energy; 
Adrenaline rush after moving; 
Feel a tension that you want relieve from, and will move to get rid of tension; 
Feeling antsy now; 
Feeling jittery; 
Feeling groggy; 
Over-eating (feel gross, which is stressful); 
Nauseous / dizzy (due to hangover); 
Observable manifestations (drooping body, stop talking); 
Urge - fidgeting, twitching starts; 
Nervous / jittery 

"I just walked here, and I got a 20 minute walk in - so I 
am just very energetic right now." (9/10, A) 
 
"I get like random bursts of like energy, and it makes 
me really motivated, and it like makes me want to get 
more done, and it makes me wanna go on runs, go on 
walks, get more homework done, or get the next 
week’s homework done.” (9/13, A) 
 

3 Stress Deviations 
from 
homeostasis 

32 Stress; 
Stressful situations (unexpected, uncontrollable); 
Stress (of the interview); 
Stress (preparing for exam, speech); 
Stress could make you less or more active; 
Stress activates too; 
No motivation to either move or rest - due to stress - possibly conflict; 
Stress stimulates motivation states like craving; 
Excitement of competition and winning; 
Strong desire to move at football game - exciting atmosphere - winning the 
competition; 
Overstimulation - a lot of excitement; 
 “Stressed out” and overwhelmed; 
"Stressed out" / overwhelmed / emotional exhaustion due to concerns about 
past and future; 
Urge to move and/or rest when stressed out; 
Coping / dealing with the want to rest; 
Stress and disappointment; 
Feel highly agitated and frustrated; aggravating, annoyed or stressed; because 
can't satisfy the urge 

"Stress makes me want to move, but if it's too much 
there's a certain point where … if I don't have any 
breaks to sit for a minute … then I feel like I need to 
go home and rest at the end of the day." (9/17, B) 
 
"When I get stressed I am "Go! Go! Go!” I get these 
bursts of energy. Sunday night I was super stressed, 
and so at 10pm I just cleaned my entire dorm room, 
my bathroom, my bed, my closet, refolded 
everything. I am the exact opposite of most people 
who will get down and be like, "oh, I'm just gonna go 
lay down, chill out." I am, 'Let's do 40 tasks right 
now". (9/21, C) 
 
"When I am feeling stress or anything like that, 
always, working out is what I turn to. I will skip 
something else in my day to get a workout in. If I am 
really feeling overwhelmed or stressed or whatever it 
is … because I know how much [exercise] alleviates 
that [stress] for me" (9/17, A). 
 
"I think my [desire to rest] is related to stress. If I get 
really stressed out, my brain will shut off, and I just 
need to sit and not do anything. Otherwise, if I am 
thinking too hard I am not doing the work correctly 
because I am overthinking. So [my desire to rest] is 
normally about stress and if I am freaking out I just 
need to sit down.” (9/21, C) 
 
"I tend to shut down when I get stressed or 
overwhelmed." (8/31, C) 
 
"I couldn't satisfy the urge to move and get stuff 
done, and that was very stressful. It was annoying, 
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and I was saying to myself, "Why won't this go away!" 
(9/27, A) 
 
"There's just no motivation, and I am just stressed." 
(8/31, C) 
 
"…during basketball we'd be in the gym for hours 
every day, going home at 8pm and then the games - 
there was always the game that you lose. Sometimes 
it is not that big of a game, but sometime it could be a 
state championship, and you just crave rest, mentally 
and physically. You've put in so much effort, just to 
lose." (8/31, A) 
 
“There are times when I don’t wanna face it, but then 
when I do face it, it all hits at once, and I get 
completely overwhelmed by it. I just need to like take 
a seat, and just reset myself, maybe go on my phone 
for a good little bit, go on a walk, and, I used to walk 
out of my house, if I had to… go on a walk around the 
neighborhood.” (8/31, A) 

4 Exhaustion 
threshold 

Point at which 
fatigue has a 
substantial 
effect on 
motivation 
states and 
behavior 

32 State of exhaustion; 
Mental exhaustion; 
Physical exhaustion; 
Being “run down”; 
Brink of exhaustion; 
Exhaustion resulting in cravings; 
Overpowering craving for rest and sleep due to heavy socializing; 
Exhausted from constant traveling and just want to rest; 
Exhausted / overwhelmed; 
Stimulus overload; 
Fatigued 

“..When I reach the brink of exhaustion, that’s when I 
personally wanna rest as a college student, because 
my day’s just so jam-packed with meetings and 
classes … What makes me wanna rest is when my 
body is just so exhausted I can’t continue anymore…” 
(9/27, A) 
 
"I am just too tired. I have wanted to be active, but I 
just don't always have that energy." (9/10, A) 
 
“When I am exhausted, that is when I literally can't 
anymore. I need to just lay down. At the end of the 
season where I have been training, forever, and 
mentally racing - it’s very mentally taxing. So it’s 
when I'm exhausted and physically and mentally 
exhausted where I just crave a break and rest. I think 
that's when I [have] the highest amount of urge." 
(8/31, D) 

5 Monotony / 
Boredom 

Sensations of 
being 
underwhelmed, 
under 
stimulated 

12 Need for change; 
Need for stimulation; 
Boredom; 
Monotony / high repetition; 
Boredom results in / triggers desires to move; 
Bored; 

“What makes people want to move is a change after 
doing the same thing over and over which can be 
monotonous for a person and a little boring." (9/10, 
B) 
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Bored with current activity; 
Would be more bored with rest / sedentarism 

"I think that on a global scale, what makes people 
want to move is a change after doing the same thing 
over and over which can be monotonous for a person 
and a little boring. Maybe that change of movement 
could [result in] the after-effects of just moving the 
body" (9/10, B) 
 
"For me, something that really does make me want to 
rest is when I'm doing something repetitive." (8/31, 
B) 

6 Emotion 
regulation 

Ability or 
capacity to 
modulate 
feelings 

11 Alleviate stress; 
Reducing stress; 
Move to combat stress; 
Clear mind / emotional stability; 
Clear mind and thinking; 
Feeling aggravated; 
Feeling frustrated; 
Bad mood results in cravings; 
Move for a better mood; 
Feel a need to relax and focus 

"I notice on days that I am not active I am emotionally 
a lot less stable. [Activity] helps stabilize that. If I am 
absent [mentally] and all over the place [mentally] I 
think, "did I do anything today?" And then I exercise 
and it resets me and I can face anything." (8/31, D) 
 
“… When I move around, it kinda clears my mind 
because I think a lot. So going to the gym or going on 
a walk just really helps me mentally…So I think that’s 
what makes me wanna move…” (9/21, B) 

7 Mood / 
emotion 

Positive or 
negative 
feelings and 
mood 
conditions, 
varying over a 
period of 
several hours 

3 Good mood promotes desires / wants; 
Move when in a positive mood state; 
Feeling upset about trauma results in motivation states to exercise; 
Feeling depressed and “bad frame of mind” results in wanting to lay in bed; 
Feeling negative mood about body image problems leads to desires to 
exercise; 
Feeling agitated and/or annoyed 

"I want to move normally when I have those days 

where I wake up in a really good mood. I want to 

move and get everything done and walk around 

more, run, exercise, etc." (9/13, A)  

"I experience desire when I struggle with my body 

image. Rather than doing something drastic in a 

negative way, like changing how I am eating, I would 

rather exercise because it is a healthier option. I do a 

healthy amount of exercise when I feel bad about 

myself and I don't over-exert myself." (9/17, B) 

8 Dysfunction Deviations 
from 
homeostasis 
that result in 
conflicting 
signals and 
impaired ability 
to act as 
intended 

1 Hungover; 
Mania related to bipolar disorder / hyperactivity 

“I was a bit hungover, and I was stuck to my bed 
because I was a bit nauseous but, I [couldn’t] fall 
asleep. [I thought] “If you can’t rest, you should be 
doing something”, and, it was very, annoying because 
I wanted to begin, cleaning my room, “I’m awake, I 
should be moving”, but I needed my eyes to be closed 
and a pillow over my head, I couldn’t satisfy the urge 
to move and get stuff done, and that was very 
stressful.” (9/27, A) 
 
"It would be similar to an urge I guess too. I have 
bipolar disorder so it makes me manic at times, so 
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that fuels that [desire/want] if I am manic. I guess 
that makes me different from most normal people as 
they want to move, or have an urge to move, but I 
kind of have to move." (8/31, A) 

   TOTAL = 
180 

  

* These are the number of LOTs originally attributed to this HOT theme by analysts. During stages of re-review, some LOTs were reassigned to different HOTs for coherence, which may slightly 
change the quantity of LOTs in the following column. 
 
** Many LOTs can (and may be) cross loaded onto other HOTs. 
 
*** Many quotes can be cross loaded onto other HOTs, but efforts were made to place unique quotes only into 1 (or two) HOTs. 
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